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F RE IG HT CA R MO DE L I NG 

REBUILT 40-FOOT USRA BOX CARS 
Using Tichy's Kits to Build HO Models 

Nearly every railroad used special parts 
to rebuild the origirull USRA box cars 
from the Teens so they would last into 
the Fifties. Here are some of the pro
totypes for the Tichy injection-molded 
plastic kit and methods to make the kit a 
more precise match for the prototype. 

T
he Tichy Train Group has re
cently introduced an HO scale 
freight car kit representing a 
USRA single-sheathed box car 

as rebuilt i n  the 1 930s with steel
sheathed sides. To simplify assembly of 
the model, the sides and roof are molded 
in one piece, and the basic body is com
pleted by cementing the floor and ends 
into place. Doors , underframe and an 
impressive array of sharply molded 
detail parts are then added to complete 
the model. 

Prototype Background 
In the early 1 930s, the Youngstown 

Steel Door Company developed pre
fabricated car sides for use in rebuilding 
and modernizing older wood-sheathed 
box and auto cars . These were shipped 
from Youngstown's Cleveland plant as 
a single unit, with framing and sheath
ing pre-assembled, so they were rela
tively easy to install .  When combined 
with existing underframes, running gear 
and steel ends , plus new roofs and 
doors , these side units made it possible 
for the railroads to convert obsolete 
rolling stock into modern cars in their 
own shops at a fraction of what it cost to 
purchase new cars . 

Youngstown' s new idea couldn't 
have come at a better time. With the 
country's economy in a shambles fol
lowing the 1929 stock market crash , the 
railroad industry was struggling to sur
vive. Many l ines were in receivership, 
and purchases of new freight cars had 
declined to no more than a few thousand 
cars a year. 

Under these c ircumstances , re
building existing equipment made good 
economic sense;  i t  req u i red much 
4 

By Richard H�ndrickson 

The finished model was painted, lettered and weathered to represent P&LE 
83759 in October 1947, just after being reweighed and restencilled. The 
lower height of this rebuilt USRA car, as compared to the 1937 standard AAR 
box car coupled next to it, is readily apparent. - Model and photo: Richard 
H. Hendrickson 

smaller capital expenditures, kept shop 
employees on the job who might other
w i s e  have been unemployed , and 
offered tax advantages as well. Before 
long , carbuilders such as Pullman
Standard began marketing their own 
prefabricated box car sides , but Young
stown remained the principal supplier of 
car side assemblies for rebuilding older 
cars through the W orId War II years into 
the 1950s . 

By the 1 930s, thousands of box cars 
dating from the World War I era were 
prime candidates for rebuilding, since 
their wood body sheathing was deter
iorating but their steel underframes were 
still going strong. A sizeable percentage 
of these cars were United States Rail
road Administration standard box cars; 
25 , 000 each of the s ingle- wood
sheathed 5 0-ton and double-wood
sheathed 40-ton USRA cars had been 
built under government contracts be
tween 1 9 1 8  and 1920 and assigned to a 
large number of railroads in all parts of 
the country. 

The rebuilding of these USRA cars in 
the 1 930s and '40s was covered in detail 
by Martin Lofton in the April 1992 issue 
of "The Journal." As Martin pointed 
out, some railroads kept the original 
height of the USRA cars, but many 
others increased the height to from 10 
feet to 10 feet 6 inches so the cars were 
comparable in cubic capacity to the new 
box cars being built at that time. In 

addition, the rebuilt cars varied a lot in 
side sheathing, roofs , doors and other 
components, so no two groups of re
builds were exactly alike. 

PMcK&Y/P&LE Rebui lds 
The Tichy kit represents a car of 

about 9-foot 4-inch inside height with 
Murphy panel steel roof, eight-panel 
sides and the straight center sills of the 
50-ton USRA single-sheathed design. 
The only prototype cars which exactly 
matched this description were 492 cars 
of the Pittsburgh, McKeesport & You
ghiogheny, a subsidiary of the Pitts
burgh & Lake Erie (itself a subsidiary of 
the New York Central System) , which 
were rebu i l t  from U S R A  s in g l e 
sheathed box cars in 1 934-37 a t  the 
P&LE ' s  McKees Rocks shops near 
Pittsburgh. 

The fIrst 500 cars, assigned NYC lot 
number 630B , were rebuilt in 1 934-35; 
a photo of the fIrst car in the series was 
used in Youngstown's advertising and 
appeared in the 1 937 Car Builders' 
Cyclopedia. An additional 392 cars in 
lot 638-B were rebuilt in 1936- 37 .  As 
rebui l t ,  these PMcK&Y cars  h ad 
Youngstown corrugated doors , AB air 
brakes and Ajax geared hand brakes , in 
addition to new sides and roofs . Their 
original USRA 50-ton Andrews U
section trucks and top-operated type D 
couplers were reapplied . The USRA 
5/5/5 corrugated ends were also reused, 
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with single-rib extender panels added at 
the top to accommodate a modest in
crease in height . Individual grabirons 
were used on the sides instead of lad
ders . 

Numbered in the 83400-8389 1 series, 
these cars bore PMcK&Y reporting 
marks when first rebuilt .  Beginning 
around 1940, however, they began to be 
restencilled with P&LE reporting marks 
(and often, at the same time, repainted). 
By the end of 1947, 434 of them were 
shown in the Official Railway Equip
ment Registeras being on the P&LE 
roster, while only 54 cars were stil l  
lettered for the PMcK&Y (by that time, 
four cars had apparently been written off 
as damaged beyond repair) . 

Most of the PMcK&Y/P&LE rebuilt 
USRA box cars remained in revenue 
service through the 1950s. Then their 
age, together with their obsolescence in 
an era of rol ler bearing trucks and 
cushion underframes, began taking its 
toll ,  and all of them were gone from the 
active roster by the late 1960s, though 
some survived longer in maintenance of 
way service. 

Other Similar Prototypes 
Several other railroads owned rebuilt 

USRA box cars that were similar in 
dimensions and general appearance to 
the PMcK&Y/P&LE cars . All of them 
were rebu i lt from 40-ton double
sheathed cars, however, so they had 
different underframes with fishbeUy 
center sills and thus can't be modeled 
with a stock Tichy kit . The end cor
rugations on the double-sheathed cars 
were also slightly longer than on the 
single-sheathed USRA box cars , though 
that' s a subtle difference that wouldn't 
be very noticeable in HO scale. These 
other prototypes are described below 
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P&LE 83759 is shown here as it appeared, dirty and heavily weathered, in 
1949. The paint and lettering date from the early 1940s, at which time the re
porting marks were changed from PMcK& Y to P&LE (the "NYC system" her
ald with black background was used from 1935 to 1944). The car was re
weighed and restincilled in October, 1947, with the data painted over the res
tencilling from a previous reweighing. - Bob Lorenz collection 

Wabash 82 169 was rebuilt not from a USRA double-sheathed box car but 
from a car built to modified USRA specifications in 1922. Consequently it had 
7/8 ends and Vulcan trucks, as well as a 40-ton underframe with fishbelly 
center sills. Rebuilt in the mid- 1930s, it was photographed at Los Angeles in 
1942. - photo Bob McVay 

The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton's 1 1500- 1 1 799 series cars, rebuilt from USRA 
double-sheathed box cars, were similar in dimensions and appearance to the 
PMcK& Y 50-ton rebuilds except for their underframes and their unusual steel 
roofs .

. 
When p�otographed in 

.
the mid- 1950s, DT&1 1 1659 was one of many 

cars In the series eqUIpped wIth racks for automobile engine loading. - Ed 
Mines collection 
because , in some cases ,  the modi
fications required to model them accu
rately with the Tichy kit are relatively 
simple. 

The Wabash rebuilt some box cars, 
numbered in the 82000-82513 series , 
that had the same eight-panel sides , 
panel steel roofs and early style Young-

stown corrugated doors used on the 
PMcK&Y cars. They weren't rebuilt 
from USRA box cars, however, but 
from post-World War I clones of the 
USRA double-sheathed design. As a 
result,  they not only had 40-ton under 
frames with fishbelly center sills, they 
also had two-piece 7/8 corrugated ends 
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REBUILT 40-FOOT 

instead of three piece 5/5/5 ends , and . they were equipped with Vulcan rather 
than Andrews trucks. 

To model these Wabash rebuilds, the 
Tichy underframe would have to be 
reworked and the ends cut into sections 
and rearranged , modifications that 
wouldn't deter an experienced kitbasher 
but might overtax the abilities of a nov
ice  m o d e l e r .  The V u l c a n  trucks 
wouldn't be a problem, however, as 
Kadee has recently added V-section 
Vulcans to its line of HO scale trucks. 

Like the Wabash cars, the VSRA box 
cars rebuilt by the Detroit, Toledo & 
Ironton in 1 936 were former double
sheathed cars with fishbelly center sills. 
T h e s e  c a r s , n u m b e r e d  i n  t h e  
1 1500- 1 1 799 series, also had a steel 
roof of unusual design with 15 closely 
spaced U -section ribs and two small 
stiffening ribs pressed into each roof 
panel. Modeling them would therefore 
involve building a new roof for the 
Tichy kit, as well as modifying the 
underframe (but the ends and trucks 
supplied in the kit would be correct). 

Another group of rebuilt VSRA box 
cars with similar dimensions was the 
Elgin ,  Joliet & Eastern 's  7300-7799 
series. As former double-sheathed cars, 
they also had 4O-ton underframes with 
fishbelly center sills. The ends and roof 
in the Tichy kit would be correct for 
these cars , but the sides and doors 
would present a problem, as the sides on 
the EJ&E cars had 1 0  sheathing panels, 
not eight, and the doors were a three
panel Creco design that would have to 
be scratchbuilt. Making these changes is 
possible but certainly not, easy, and 
wouldn't be worth the effort since Sun
shine Models offers an accurate flat 
molded styroeurethane kit for the EJ&E 
7300 series cars . 

Building the Model 
For the most part, the model shown in 

the photos was built from a stock Tichy 
kit, following the assembly process 
that's well described in Tichy's  detailed 
and abundantly illustrated instruction 
sheet. Where the kit provides optional 
parts - ends with or without added ribs 
at the top, for example, and either Ajax 
or vertical staff hand brake - I fol
lowed the prototype photos. I also made 
a number of minor changes and ad
ditions which are detailed below. 

Though Tichy ' s  operating doors 
arrangement is cleverly designed , I 
dispensed with it and cemented the 
doors in place, as I feel that working 
doors invite needless and potentially 
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Ten-panel sides and Creco three-panel doors render the Elgin, Joliet & 
Eastern's 7300 series USRA rebuilds difficult to model with the Tichy kit, 
though they were almost identical to the PMcK& Y/P&LE rebuilds in 
dimensions. By the early 1950s, this car sported green paint with gold 
lettering, "Chicago Outer Belt" heralds above the reporting marks, and 
"Around Not Thru Chicago" maps. When first rebuilt, it was 
painted in convention box car red with white lettering and 
plain rectangular heralds. - John C. LaRue, Jr. , 
collection 

. 

harmful handling of the finished model . 
I also found that the doors in the kit 
didn't exactly duplicate the doors ap
plied to the PMcK&Y/P&LE cars and, 
though I couldn't correct all of the dis
crepancies, I fixed what could easily be 
changed. 

This included extending the short top 
ribs with pieces of 2 x 3-inch styrene 
filed and sanded to shape, eliminating 
the rivets below the top ribs, and replac
ing the later style starting levers with 
early ones that had curved lever guides 
(these were formed from wire staples). I 
also made new placard boards from 
sheet styrene and located them higher up 
on the doors. I then used the placard 
boards intended for the doors on the 
ends. 

Vsing the drilling jig supplied in the 
kit, I drilled holes in the sides for sep
arate grabirons and then relocated the 
grab iron holes in the ends so they would 
line up with those on the sides. As the 
kit ends don't include the overlapping 
roof seems at the top, I made some by 
impressing rivets in .OO5-inch styrene 
sheet and attached them with CA ad
hesive (Styrene cement is a no-no for 
this purpose, as it will partly melt the 
plastic and the rivets will disappear. 
Don't  even ask how I found this out . )  

Like most car kits, this one doesn't 
include uncoupling levers , but they're 
easily added. I shaped a pair of them 

DT&1 1 1547 was repainted in June of 
1957 with black roof and ends and 
fancy black and white promotional 
stencilling. It was otherwise un
changed since its July 1 936 re
building except that one Andrews 
truck has been replaced with an AAR 
cast steel truck. - George Sisk 
photo, Charles E. Winters collection 

from .Ol5- inch wire, following the 
prototype photos, and attached them 
with Detail Associates eye bolts.  I also 
decided that the plastic end supports for 
the running board (part C4 in the kit) 
were unprototypically heavy in ap
pearance, so I replaced them with sup
ports formed from flat wire staples. The 
various bolts and rivets that attach the 
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grabirons, running board supports and 
such also aren't provided in the kit, so I 
drilled a whole lot of . O I 8-inch holes at 
the appropriate locations and cemented 
Detail Associates 2203 NBW castings 
into them. 

I changed the locations of the air 
brake components on the underframe so 
they matched the arrangement of brake 
equipment on the prototype and made 
the AB brake valve shield below the 
side sill on the left side of the car from I 
x 1 2-inch styrene and wire staples .  
Though Tichy provides two different 
styles of CeIcon plastic stirrup steps in 
the kit, neither type is correct for the 
PMcK&Y/P&LE rebuilds . However, 
Tichy ' s 3038 straight side mount steps 
are exactly right for these cars, so I used 
them instead . 
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The model is shown here almost ready to be painted (some major modi
fications to the doors were still to be made). The ends didn't exactly line up 
with the sides and roof, so acrylic auto body glazing putty was used to 
smooth the joints. - Model and photo: Richard H. Hendrickson 

This view shows the underside of the finished but unpainted model; note the 
location of the air brake equipment and brake rigging, which follows the pro
totype car rather than the kit diagram, and the metal shield alongside the AB 
brake valve. - Model and photo: Richard H. Hendrickson 

Painting and Lettering 

Painting the model was easy , as the 
prototype cars were painted entirely in 
mineral red. I used Scalecoat's  2013 
box car red, as it dries to a gloss finish 
that' s  ideal for applying decal lettering . 

The decal set that came with the kit 
was admirably complete , with both 
PMcK& Y and P&LE reporting marks 
and both the " lines " and "system" 
NYC heralds , as well as correct car 
numbers, weight and dimensional data. In 
quality, however, it was disappointing, 
the black "football "  backgrounds for 
the heralds disintegrated when I tried to 
soak them off the backing paper ( I  

ended up using Clover House dry trans
fer heralds instead), and much of the 
white lettering was fuzzy and poorly 
printed. Though I used the decals any
way, since I intended to heavily weather 
my model , I would have considered 
them unacceptable if I'd been modeling 
a car with fresh, unweathered paint and 
lettering . 

After the lettering was complete, I 
first brushed and then airbrushed several 
layers of dirty grey wash onto the model 
to give it a heavily weathered look. 
Repainted patches, restencilling, desti
nation cards and chalk markings, fol
lowed by a final cost of clear flat Dull 
Cote lacquer, finished the job. RMJ 
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D I ES E L  MO DE LING 

ELEORO-MOTIVE DIVISION (EMD) E8-A 
AS PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD 5793 

Photos from the col lection of Louis  A. Marre 

The parts, paint and decals you'll need 
to duplicate this full-size diesel in minia
ture. 

T
oda y , these bul ldog nose 
EMD cab-unit diesels are a 
rare sight. Only a few remain 
in use on commuter trains, and 

all of their four-axle cousins have been 
retired from freight service. That sounds 
a bit like the story with prototype steam 
locomotives, and it is. If you want to 
model passenger trains using these 
diesels, you are dealing with history; 
EMD produced the last of the E8 and E9 
series in December of 1963. 

The May 1993 issue of "The Jour
nal" has a " Diesel Modeling" article 
like this one on the Union Pacific E8-A, 
and the January 1991 issue has an article 
on the Santa Fe's E8-Am (reprinted in 
the Tun ing & Upgrading Athearn 
Diesels book) with a bit of history on the 
locomotives . Simply, the difference be
tween the E8-A, introduced in 1949, 
and the E9-A, introduced in 1 953, is the 
headlight; the E9-A has a thin black 
rubber gasket around the rim of the 
headlight, while the E8-A has just a 
painted rim. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad was one 
of Electro-Motive's  major customers for 
E-units . The October 1 992 issue of 
"The Journal" has a "Diesel Mod
eling" article on Pennsy E7-As as in 
both five-stripe and single-stripe paint. 
We erroneously listed Brunswick green 
for that series of locomotives; they were 
actually painted Tuscan Red. Here, you 
can see the five-stripe and single-stripe 
versions of two typical Pennsy E8-As. 
These two units are part of Pennsylvania 
Railroad number series 5788A through 
5799A, built in 1951-52.  

The 5794 is typical of the as-built 
E8-As on the Pennsy, with the coupler 
covered, no nose MU hoses and the side 
skirts still in place over the fuel tanks. 
There is no date on the photo of 5794, 
but it was likely in the mid-Fifties . The 
photograph of 5793 is dated August 22, 
1965, after these units were modified 
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with grab iron ladders to the top of the 
hood, nose MU hoses, an inspection 
hatch beside the headligl.t, the door over 
the coupler removed and the side skirts 
removed from the fuel tanks. 

Scale Model E8-As 
N Scale: Kato and Con-Cor. 
HO Scale: Rivarossi (imported by IHC) 
and Con-Cor. Cary (division of Bowser) 
makes cast metal E8-A and E8-B bodies 
to fit Rivarossi , Hobby town or Proto 
Power West chassis. Hobby town has a 
complete chassis to fit the Cary, Riv
arossi or Con-Cor bodies. Proto Power 
West has a chassis to fit Athearn trucks 
for Cary, Rivarossi or Con-Cor bodies . 
Life-Like has announced E8 and E9 
models for shipment in the fall  of 1993 . 
o Scale: Weaver. 

Paint 
Pennsylvania Tuscan Red: Accu-F1ex 
1622 Pennsy Maroon, SMP 37 Pennsy 
Maroon, Scalecoat 12 Tuscan Red or 
F10quil 184 Tuscan Red no. 2 .  

Decals 
HO Scale: Microscale 87-67 or Champ 
EH176. 
N Scale: Microscale 60-67. 
o Scale: Champ E176. 

Detail-by-Detail (HO Scale) 
American Model Builders, Inc., 1408 
Hanley Industrial Ct., St. Louis, MO 
63144-1916: 

1 - 209 Steam generator 
set $2.85/set 

2 - 219 F/E u n i t  front 
door 31.95/2 

Cal-Scale (division of Bowser Mfg. 
Co., Inc.), 21 Howard St., Mon
toursville, PA 17754-0322: 

3 - 438 Antenna brackets 
(masts) and wire fit $9.95/kit 

4 - 419 Windshield 
wi pers 

5 - 425 Air horn 
3.50/2 pr. 

4.95 ea. 

6 - 431 Fuel filler 
7 - 415 Lift ri ngs 

2.50/set 
1.95 ea. 

Custom Finishing, 379 Tulley Rd., 
Orange, MA 01364: 

5 - 222 Horn $3.69 ea. 

Detail Associates, Box 5537, San Luis 
Obispo, CA 93403: 

5 - 1603 Horn $1 .5012 
7 - 1102 Lift ri n gs 1.00/16 
8 - 1503 Wire .010-inch-diameter 

(for grabirons) 2.0011 0 
9 - 1508 MU hoses 2.50116 

10- 1708 Classification 
l i ghts 1.15/12 

11 - 2202 Grabirons 2.50/48 
12 - 2206 Lift rings 3.00/36 
13 - 2512 Wire .052-i nch-d iameter 

(for pipes) 2.5011 0 
14 - 2701 Etched gril ls 8.00/pr. 
15 - 2807 Speed recorder 1.50/4 
16 - 2807 Speed recorder 

(modified) 1 .50/4 
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Details West, P.O. Box 5132, Ha
cienda Heights, CA 91745: 

1 - 118 Steam generator 
set 

6 - 166 Fuel fi l lers 
17 - 209 End deta i l  set 

$1 .50/set 
1.00/4 

5.50/set 

Keystone Locomotive Works, P.o. 
Box J, Pultney, NY 14874: 
18 - 3309 Cab i nterior $9.98!set 

Overland Models, Inc., 6120 W. Kil
gore Ave., Muncie, IN 47304: 
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5 - 9000 Horn 
9 - 9351 MU hoses 

(set of 4) 

$3.20 ea. 

6.75/4 sets 

Precision Scale, 3961 Highway 93 
North, Stevensville, MT 59870: 

4 - 3968 W i pers $1.25/4 
5 - 39087 Horn 2.75 ea. 
6 - 39037 Fuel fi ller 1.50/6 
8 - 4868 Wire .012- i nch-d iameter 

(for grab i rons) 1.75/6 
9 - 39059 MU hoses 1 .75/4 pr. 

12 - 48277-1 lift ri ngs (eye 
bolts) 2.25/12 

13 - 4876 Wire .045- i nch-d iameter 
(for p i pes) 1.75/6 

A-line, Box 7196, La Verne, CA 
91750: 

4 - 29200 Wi pers $1 .85/8 

Ordering Information: All of these 
parts are available to any hobby dealer, 
so your dealer can order for you . If you 
must order direct, include $5 .00 per 
order for postage or UPS and handling. 

-\----0 
r.--@ 
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LOCOMOTIVE PERFO RMA NCE 

WEAVER 0 SCALE EMD E8-A 

Weaver has produced this model with a 
model maker in Korea , ut i l izing 
injection-molded plastic for the body 
and trucks with a sheet steel floor. The 
model is sold fully assembled a nd 
painted as shown in sets of two A units, 
each with two motors. 

T
he Electro-Motive Division of 
General Motors produced 559 
E8-A units from 1949 to 1953.  
Designed for fast passenger 

service, two 567 V-12-2-UR engines, 
with a total of 2 ,250 horsepower, drive 
generators for powering the first and 
third driving wheel pair of each truck . 
Each locomotive is 70 feet 3 inches long 
and weighs 316,500 pounds. Locomo
tives built for the Union Pacific were 
geared 55:22 for a safe fast speed of 98 
miles per hour. 

Weaver is producing a set of two 
E8-A units for heavy layout passenger 
service . A scale 140 feet 6 inches long, 
the units weigh a total of 144.48 ounces, 
or 9 .03 pounds .  Each unit has two 
motors , one driving each truck . The 
body is molded ABS plastic .  A lamp 
with direction control illuminates the 
headlight and numberboards. A formed 
metal frame supports the truck pivots 
and a ballast weight. 

Drive System 
A round Mabuchi motor from Japan 

powers each truck. A worm on the ver
tically mounted motor engages an 18-
tooth bronze worm gear on the center 
driving axle. Idler gears transmit torque 
to the third driving axle . One wheel pair 
in each truck is not powered. The truck 
frame and side frames are heavy metal 
die castings. 

Performance Tests 
The tests that I run on a model loco

motive are easy to follow and under
stand if we take them one at a time and 
explain what we are doing and why. I 
start by weighing the model on an accu
rate beam balance . . .  to a hundredth of 
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an ounce . Next, I look up some infor
mation on the full-size locomotive: 
What gear ratio did it use for the traction 
motors, and what was the safe fast speed 
(before the motors would be damaged). 
Next, I take the drive system apart to 
learn how it was designed and built. 

Then the locomotive is put on the 
inclined track test fixture - nothing 
more than track put on a long beam that 
is hinged to tilt from level to about 30 
degrees. With the track level, the model 

is timed at 1 2  volts and as slow as it will 
go . On another board, the model is 
timed going through a switch as slowly 
as it will go. 

The interesting part of performing 
these tests is timing the model and re
cording the motor current as the test 
track is set at higher and higher angles, 
until traction is lost and it will climb no 
higher. In a later report, I will explain 
how the data taken can tell us how much 
the model can pull , and how well the 
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drive system works and sounds. 
On the test track at 1 2  volts, the E8-A 

ran at 105 . 6  scale miles per hour - very 
close to the full-size locomotive's  top 
speed of 98 mph. A good slow speed of 
. 35 scale mph combined with the fast 
run gives a speed rating of 5 .0 .  The 
model pulled 14.45 ounces - equiv
alent to 1 36 freight cars, weighing 
14. 18 ounces, on level track. Drive 
system efficiency was fine , and oper
ating noise was good. RMJ 
RAILMODEL JOURNAL - July 1993 

Railmodel Journal Report No. 64 

Weaver 0 Scale EMD ES-A 

Observed Performance: 

Action Analysis: 

Minimum Speed (scale miles per hour) 
With full-wave power: 
With pulse power: 
Over no. 6 switch, pulse power: 

Maximums 
No load top speed, full wave, smph: 
Uphill grade maximum, percent: 
Tractive force, level, ounces: 
Number of cars pulled, level: 
Number of cars pulled, 4% grade: 

Modifications 
Replaced lubricant with LaBelle No.: 
Added additional weight, ounces: 
Adjustments: 

Subjective Judgements 
Noise at fast speed: 
Basic shape and proportions: 
Painting and marking quality: 
Downhill run smoothness: 

Electronic Responses 
Motor current at full load, amperes: 
Throttle response at no load, volts: 
Throttle response at mid load, volts: 
Throttle response at full load, volts: 
Motor stall current at 12 volts, amp.: 

Minimum Curve Radius, inches: 

Performance Ratings (1 to 5) 
Tractive force: 
Efficiency: 
Noise: 
Speeds: 
Assembly workmanship: 

Overall Rating: 

As 
Purchased 

.35 

.21 

.30 

105.6 
20.4 
14.45 

136. 
17.2 

Good 
Fine 
Fine 
Fine 

1.8 
1.9 
2.1 
3.0 

36 

4.0 
4.0 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4.2 
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K IT CO NVERS IO N 

40-FOOT LINDE BOX/TANK CARS 
Use McKean Models Kits to build these cars in 

HO scale or in M scale with Con-Cor kits. 

Here is how the specific details that 
make it possible to spot these cars as 
tank cars, rather than box cars, can be 
applied to HO or N scale models. 
Decals are also available to duplicate 
the major paint schemes. There's an ar
ticle on the various prototype cars on 
page 48 of this issue. 

M
odeling the Linde box/tank 
cars in HO has been made 
easier with the availability 
of the new 40-foot box car 

kits by McKean, C&BT Shops, Accu
rail and IMWX. 

The 4/5 End Cars 
Box/tank cars built by American Car 

& Foundry under Shippers Car Line 
(SERX) reporting marks came in several 
configurations due to the changes in car 
construction . The first, series 900-914, 
built in 1945 , had 4/5 Dreadnaught ends 
with 10-panel riveted sides. All the 
Linde box/tank cars came with 6-foot 
sliding doors. This car can be modeled 
by using the Athearn 40-foot box car or 
the new Innovative Model Works 
(IMWX) 1937 AAR box car. The SERX 
cars had an inside height of 10 feet 8 
inches but the IMWX model has a 
I O-foot inside height. The superior 
details of this kit tend to overshadow 
this height difference . The Linde cars 
built in 1946 were copies of the first 
series. Both were equipped with 70-ton 
friction bearing trucks. 

The 4/4 End Cars 
The cars built  in 1947 in series 

930-993 came with the interim im
proved Dreadnaught ends and welded 
12-panel sides. The following series, 
built in 1 949, came with improved 

Dreadnaught ends, welded 12-panel 
sides, seven-panel 6-foot doors and 
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diagonal panel roofs . ACF's last Linde 
box/tank series, built in 1960, used flat 
ends and went back to riveted side pan
els. These cars were delivered in the 
green and white "Linde Industrial  
Gases" paint scheme.  The C&BT 
Shops kits can be used for these series of 
Linde cars in HO scale; the Con-Cor 
40-foot box cars can be used for N 
scale. 

The GA TC Cars 
The second builder of Linde box/tank 

cars was General American Transporta
tion (GA TC) . These cars ran under 
LAPX reporting marks. Again, like 
ACF-built cars, changes in construction 
took place in each series. The GA TC
built cars were the first used by Linde 
for transporting cryogenic gases, start
ing in 1940, and were the last box/tanks 
used by Linde. The early GATC-built 
cars were 9-foot 6-inch inside height 
with a smaller capacity 6,650-gallon 
interior tank . GATX built the largest 

group of box/tank cars for Linde - over 
300 cars in three series. 

Modeling Linde Cars 
in HO Scale 

The LAPX 2001 series of 31 cars was 
built with 12-panel riveted sides and 
interim Dreadnaught ends. The C&BT 
Shops 12-panel, 6-foot door car with the 
diagonal panel roof is a close match for 
this series. The LAPX 3001 series has 
12-panel riveted sides with improved 
Dreadnaught ends, and the Front Range 
ACF riveted car is a close match for this 
series. This car is now unavailable but 
should be rereleased by McKean of 
Indiana (Sky Lim). The Accurail 3200 
series 40-foot AAR steel box car kit 
could be used for this model, but with 
the ladders cast as part of the body, this 
model should be used for the time 
period when roofwalks and ladder were 
still a requirement ( i .e . ,  pre- 1967) . 

I modeled LAPX 3040 using a Front 
Range 4O-foot ACF riveted side kit with 

" .} .. ,� � 

�'I�;.!A\�':>1..-\ • 

All the detail changes have been made to the Front Range 40-foot box car 
shell. The roof panels that have the an access hatch are flat. I used a smooth 
file to remove the raised surfaces and then smoothed with 400 grit wet or dry 
sandpaper, used wet. The same file can be used to square up the body after 
removing the side sills. Use a .040 x 3/ 16-inch styrene piece cut to size as a 
guide to keep the end door square. Finish the opening with files. 
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6-foot door. Four significant items need 
to be added to the carbody to make it 
resemble the Linde cars: First, add the 
straight side sill made from Evergreen 
2x6 strip styrene. Second, cut a door in 
each end just above the coupler. Cut the 
door opening as wide as an Evergreen 
.040x3J16-inch strip styrene piece and as 
tall as the third end rib . The door frame 
is two pieces of HO scale I x 1 0  cut to fit 
following the prototype photos, using 
the . 040 3/16-inch styrene as the access 
door. Third, cut and place four scale 
1 8x21-inch roof hatches ,  cut from 
.020-inch styrene, along the center line 
after filing that particular panel smooth . 
Note the photographs for placement, as 
the hatches start from the "B" (brake 
wheel) end, skipping one panel at a time 
toward the "A" end. Note that it skips 
an additional panel at the "A" end, 
ending with a hatch in the same panel as 
at the "B" end. Other Linde cars had 
more than four hatches. (As with any 
prototype modeling project good photos 
of your subject are needed, as there are 
variables in details and construction) . 
Fourth, the GATX-built cars that made 
it into the final all-white paint scheme 
have bolted access plates on each side of 
the side doors on both sides of the car. 
Access points for maintenance and 
inspection were needed because the tank 
'Was mounted inside an enclosed steel 
box. These plates can be added by cut
ting thin styrene sheet ( .010 inch) into 
2-foot 3-inch squares and impressing 
them to simulate bolts . The white 
GA TX Linde cars had the roofwalks 
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This view of the painted and decaled LAPX 3040 shows the model without 
any touch-up or weathering. I like to use artists' oil paints with turpenoid (a 
turpentine substitute) as weathering materials. I then add a light overspray of 
dust or grime to finish. Use your favorite method of weathering sparingly, as 
these cars received timely maintenance. 

• GAS PRODUCTS -t .. · LINDE 
LlOUEFIED GASES 

. " ¥ " IS II 

��<'t:,;... "A� "N " _ , "':.:, " .... � �,� "', �..., ..., � � ---;:�_ 6< , � • 

This side view shows the placement of the decals to follow prototype box 
tank car LAPX 3040. The cars transported several types of cryogenic liquids; 
I modeled the car for oxygen, adding a oxidizer placard and the "LIQUID 
OXYGEN" stencil just to the lower right of the door. - All model photos by 
the author. 

removed and ladders shortened. Cars in 
the earlier green and white schemes ran 
with the ladders and roofwalks in place. 

Before adding the cut-down side 
ladders (if you're modeling the white 
paint scheme) and adding the detail 
parts, the dark green band should be 
painted around the carbody . This band 
is 9 inches wide and 2 feet 6 inches, up 
from the carbody bottom. Cut drafting 
tape to this scale size, and mask off the 
green area following prototype photos. 
Note that the band goes completely 
around the carbody . Add the detail 
parts, and the car can then be painted in 
the overall white (reefer white) scheme. 
The consolidated stencil plate and 

, 'Keep Off Roof" labels are from 
Microscale decal set 87-1, and the yel
low wheel type dot (Remember them?) 
is from set 87-193 . They are added as 
needed to match a particular car. The 
all-white Linde paint scheme decals can 
be ordered from the author for $2.50 per 
set by sending a SSAE to 1. Rycikow
ski , 13305 Mahogany Drive,  Reno, 
Nevada 89511. Request set 101. 

Modeling these unusual cryogenic 
box/tank cars in the many different 
schemes can add interest and variety to 
your freight car fleet. 

I would like to thank Ed Hawkins, 
Linde and Union Carbide for their as
sistance in this article. RMJ 
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REA DE RS ROST E R  

FISH BELL Y HOPPERS 
AND SWIFJ REEFERS 

C&O Fishbelly Hoppers 
After I gave you the print of the Ches

apeake & Ohio fishbelly hopper, I found 
additional information on these cars . 
First the photo was by Philip A. Shuster 
and only submitted by me. 

The cars were purchased from Lehigh 
Valley in 1 956 .  The C&O was ex
periencing a tremendous export coal 
shipping boom that year and was buying 
all sorts of secondhand hopper equip
ment to meet the demand and resulting 
car shortage. The cars were built by the 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation in 1939 
and 1941 according to the C&O draw
ings, but the photo clearly shows the 
stencil date as "BLT 7-42." Also a fur
ther oddity is the splicing of the side 
sheets mid-way in the third panel from 
each end rather than under a side stake 
as is the normal practice . The cars were 
only a stopgap measure, and they were 
all scrapped as soon as any major repair 
work was necessary. 

Individual car numbers differing in 
outside height and cubical capacity in 
the same series had an outside height of 
10 feet 8 inches to top of sides , a ca
pacity of 1 ,936 cubic feet for the fol
lowing numbers: 
300403 300404 300411 300414 300415 300419 300420 
300421 300422 300423 300426 300428 300430 300437 
300438 300439 300440 300443 300444 300447 300448 

The balance of the other numbers had a 
capacity of 1,860 cubic feet and the out
side height from rail to top of sides was 
10 feet 5 inches , as was the extreme 
width of these cars. 

Since the width of the Stewart Hob
bies hopper measures 1 0  feet 5 inches , 
the correct capacity and car numbers 
would be to use 1,860 cubic feet. Before 
you grab the airbrush and decals,  the 
Chesapeake & Ohio Historical Society 
will be offering four different numbers 
of this car at its conference in Colum
bus, Ohio, on July 22-25 1993. 

Ted Wetterstroem 
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Your chance to update, correct or ex
pand on the articles that have appeared 
in previous issues of "The Journal." 

A truss rod Swift reefer, built in June 1935 - remarkably late for a truss rod 
car, so this may be a rebuild date. Judging by the automobile that is barely 
visible in the lower left and the general quality of the photograph, the photo 
was probably taken in the late Thirties or early Forties. Clover Hose 9300- 10 
dry transfers are available in HO scale for this car. - Richard Burg collection 

SWIFT 
i' 

REfRIGERATOR LINE 
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This wooden Swift reefer built in De
cember of 1931 and rebuilt with a 
plug door (possibly in October of 
1959 when it was repainted), was 
photographed in about 1960. Clover 
House 9300-09 dry transfers are 
available in HO, S or 0 scales for this 
car. - Paul Dunn photo, courtesy 
Richard Burg 
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Swift Reefers 
In response to the "Readers Roster" 

article on page 58 of the April 1 993 
issue (updating the original Swift reefer 
article with the color yard shots in the 
February 1993 issue) , I would suggest 
you contact Howard Ameling for photos 
of the billboard-style Swift cars. 

In the second volume of The Central 
Vermont Railway, A Yankee Tradition, 
by Robert C .  Jones, there is a three
quarter rear view of a 2-10-4 locomotive 
with a Swift reefer carrying "Bloom
field" in place of "Silverleaf" inside 
the Swift herald . 

A builder's photo of SRL 2464, again 
faded, but the lettering is still legible. 
Clover House dry transfers 9300-08 
are available in N or HO scale to 
match this car. - Howard Ameling 
collection 

In 1935, there were a large number of 
these Swift reefers moving west empty 
on the Erie Railroad out of its con
nection with the New Haven at May
brook, New York . I have a record (re
produced here) of the cars I actually saw 
in trains during 1935 with the name that 
was inside the Swift logo. 

Number 

SRL 19739 
SRL 18777 
SRL 18792 
SRL 14710 
SRL 15617 
SRL 2397 
SRL 14115 
SRL 1226 
SRL 38484 
SRL 19369 
SRL 7381 
SRL 1403 
SRLX 1571 
SRLX 19680 
SRL 10101 
SRL 12580 
SRLX 1290 
SRLX 1719 
SRLX 17440 
SRLX 18910 
SRLX 12620 
SRLX 19477 
SRLX 1220 
SRLX 18549 
SRLX 19868 
SRLX 12580 
SRLX 1371 
SRLX 1714 
SRLX 1921 
SRLX 17948 
SRLX 18373 
SRLX 1784 
SRLX 19539 
SRLX 19914 

Swift Reefers 

Lettering 

Brookfield 
Brookfield 
Ham 
Ham 
Silverleaf 
Bacon 
Silverleaf 
Silverleaf 
Ham 
Brookfield 
Silverleaf 
Brookfield 
Brookfield 
Silverleaf 
Bacon 
Brookfield 
Brookfield 
Ham 
Ham 
Ham 
Brookfield 
Brookfield 
Ham 
Ham 
Brookfield 
Brookfield 
Ham 
Brookfield 
Ham 
Ham 
Bacon 
Ham 
Brookfield 
Brookfield 

Raymond W. Brown 

Date Seen 

4-27-1935 
5-1-1935 
5-3-1935 
5-4-1935 
5-4-1935 

5-15-1935 
5-15-1935 
5-15-1935 
5-15-1935 
5-16-1935 
5-17-1935 
5-17-1935 
5-18-1935 
5-18-1935 
5-18-1935 
5-19-1935 
5-21-1935 
5-21-1935 
5-21-1935 
5-21-1935 
5-22-1935 
5-22-1935 
5-22-1935 
5-22-1935 
5-25-1935 
5-25-1935 
5-25-1935 
5-26-1935 
5-26-1935 
5-26-1935 
5-26-1935 

6-5-1935 
6-20-1935 
6-20-1935 
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K IT-CO NVERS IO N 

BUILD A COMBINE CABOOSE 
IN HO SCALE WITH MDC'S KIT 

In the steam and even early diesel era, 
m any small  towns had p assenger 
"train" service from a single car, a 
coach that also combined the function of 
lcl (less than carload lot) and baggage 
shipments with the work-a-day needs of 
the crew in the caboose. 

T
he use of combines in mixed 
train service dates back to the 
earliest years of railroading. 
Some roads used a combine 

downgraded from mainline service and 
unmodified. The Milwaukee Road con
structed new ribbed side combines for 
some of its mixed train services. How
ever, the Frisco and the CB&Q rebuilt 
combines with cupolas for mixed train 
service . The cupolas allowed for in
creased crew visibility while inspecting 
the train in motion . The CB&Q car was 
written up in Model Railroader in the 
1950s, and the Frisco car appeared in 
Joe CoIlias's Frisco Power book behind 
Geeps. Numerous shortlines also used 
combines rebuilt with cupolas in mixed 
train service. There well may be other 
large railroads that used this style of 
combine in mixed train service . 

My HO scale Wyanet's  route, with 
the possible exception of Peoria - St. 
Louis, would never have been a major 
or heavy passenger route. The main 
passenger traffic would have been local, 
and, by the 1929 date I model, the 
automobile would have made heavy 
inroads into this traffic. 

The morning and evening passenger 
trains are justified by the mail and ex
press business. The "noon" passenger, 
at best, would be a gas-electric. From a 
layout standpoint, adding a noon pas
senger train would just tie up a throttle 
for a job that is not very interesting or 
fun to run. From a "company" stand
point, the noon train would just be a 
cash drain. 

The easiest way to add the midday or 
noon passenger service was to make 
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The MOe combine is the basis for this mixed train caboose. 

north end locals 381 and 382 and south 
end locals 393 and 394 into mixed 
trains. This left me short of two cab
ooses capable of handling passengers. 

I had two Model Die Casting (Round
house) wood combines, but a quick 
check showed that their 85-foot length 
looked totally out of place at the rear of 
a local . I decided to shorten the MDC 
cars and add a cupola in line with the 
Frisco and CB&Q cars. 

I dug through the parts supply and 
found a couple of cupolas, the width of 
the cupola to be used on the car deter
mined where the cut was to be made 
behind the baggage door. This places a 
solid wall under the cupola where the 
crew's storage lockers could be located. 

The second cut was made just ahead 
of the center oval window, and the third 
cut was made just behind the third pas
senger window behind the oval window. 
The final cut was made just ahead of the 
vestibule doors. 

The baggage, oval window and vesti
bule sections were then sanded square 
and glued together using liquid cement 
and .030-inch styrene bracing. 

When the body had dried, I added 
center posts to the windows using Ever
green HO scale 2x8 and 2x2-inch sty
rene strip, and shortened the underframe 
to fit the body . 

The cupolas were not as wide as the 
carbody and, if notched into the cleres
tory , would have been to narrow, with 
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The body with the center section removed. The cupola is cut as shown 
(center and left) to fit on either side of the clerestory to finish the cupola. 

The cupola sides in place with styrene across the top of the clerestory to finish 
the cupola. 

The completed combines, ready for operation on the DW&LS. 

the cupola end windows right in the 
middle of the clerestory . I am more than 
willing to compromise when necessary , 
but this would have more than a bit 
ridiculous . 

I cut the ends of the cupolas to fit 
between the clerestory and the edge of 
the roof and glued the cupola ends in 
place . After these had dried , I used 
Evergreen strip styrene to build up the 
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roof contour between the cupola ends . 
Then I added a .020-inch styrene cupola 
roof. 

I tried various styles of passenger 
trucks and decided that Model Die Cast
ing's four-wheel Pullman trucks seemed 
to fit the balance of the cars . 

The cars were washed with soap and 
water, rinsed and allowed to dry . Then 
the roofs , trucks and underframe were 

sprayed with Floquil engine black and 
set aside for a week to dry . 

The roofs were masked off and the 
car and cupola sides sprayed with Flo
quil coach green . (I tried caboose red, 
and the cars looked l ike Christmas 
bulbs) . 

When the paint was dry , the cars were 
decaled and weathered . 

In the photos, there is no window 
glazing. I left the underframe loose and 
added weight in one-ounce increments 
until the cars ran and tracked reliably 
through several operating sess ions . 
Then 1 added window glazing and glued 
the underframe in place . 

Usually this style of mixed train ca
boose had vestibules or open platforms 
at both ends. But combines downgraded 
to mixed service retained just the one 
end vestibule. I decided that the work 
involved in adding a vestibule to the 
baggage end did not justify the effort. 

One item I missed was the sturrip 
steps and grabirons at the baggage end 
of the cars . With cyanoacrylate cement, 
additions such as this are easy . I still 
think back to the mid-1950s and what 
was available for glue and materials; the 
hobby is certainly a lot more fun today ! 

These cars are a freelanced design 
based on prototype practices and are 
intended for regular service on the lay
out .  Under these conditions , super
detailing is not noticed during an oper
ating session. (Somehow, when 382 is 
working Wyanet, has some 30 cars to 
handle, is ducking out of the way of 
superior trains and doing other sundry 
duties, there seem to be other things to 
notice and deal with . )  I have also found 
that there are more productive things to 
do on a layout than maintain delicate 
detail .  RMJ 
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National Events 
June 24-27. Houston, TX, N West 

Convention. Contact: Ben Pearlman, 
2401 W. Bellfort Ave . ,  Houston, TX 
77054. 

July 5- 1 1 .  San Jose , CA , N inth 
National Garden Railway Convention. 
Contact: 1777 Hamilton Ave. , # 1 06 ,  
San Jose , C A  95125 . 

July 16-19. Cleveland, OH, 21st An
nual NASG (S Gauge) National Con
vention. Contact: Joshua Sheltzer, 3567 
Antisdale Ave., Cleveland Hts . ,  OH 
44118, Fax (216) 932-4345 .  

July 22-26. Teen Association of 
Model Railroaders (T AMR) National 
Convention, Valley Forge Convention 
Center. Contact: John J. Rossi III , 6 
B e e c h  C o u rt , C o l lege P o i n t  N Y  
11356-1660. (718) 939-635 1 .  

August 1-8. ValIey Forge, PA, East 
N Convention at NMRA National. 

A u g .  1 - 8 .  V a l l e y Forg e ,  P A , 
National Model Railroad Assn. Con
vention. Contact Robert Charles , P .O.  
Box 457 ,  Swedesboro, NJ 08085,  (609) 
467-1739. 

September 24-26. NMRA-NCR FalI 
Convention. Georgian Inn, RosevilIe , 
M ic higan . Contac t :  Ken S anborn , 
32307 Cambridge Dr. , Warren , M I  
48093, (313) 264-1960. 

Canadian Events 
November (dates to be determined) . 

Pacific Northwest Region of the NMRA 
Convention. Contact: Carol O 'Del l ,  
2169 Qualicum Drive, Vancouver, BC 
V5P 2M3 , Canada, (604) 325-1631. 

Regional Events 
June 5-7. Rocky Mountain Region 

Spring Convention , "Zephyr '93 " ,  
Denver, Colorado. Contact: Rich & Ava 
Coleman, P.O.  Box 565 , Broomfield, 
CO 80038.  

June 16-20. National 0 Scale Con
vention, Indianapolis, Indiana. Contact: 
Ginger Jones , P.O. Box 501594, Indi
anapolis, IN 46250. 

June 18-20. Lone Star Region An
nual Convention , Shreveport, Louis
iana. Contact: Joe Little John, 401 Ed
wards St. , Shreveport, LA 7110 1, (318) 
222-4143 . 

June 24-27. '93 N West Convention, 
Information: Ben Pearlman, 2401 W .  
Bell fort Ave. , Houston, TX 77054. 
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June 25-28. Mid-Continent Region 
Convention "KC in '93" Lenexa, Kan
sas. Contact: Dean Windsor, 801 Val
erie Ln . , Gardner, KS 66030, (913) 
884-8625 . 

September 16-19. Pacific Southwest 
Region "Rails to the Sea" Convention, 
Long Beach, California. Contact: Wil
mer Seaver, 43233 32nd St. , Lancaster, 
CA 93536-5439, (800) 462-2882.  

September 24-26. North Central Re
gion " Autumn Express"  Rosevil le ,  
M ichigan . Contact:  Ken S anborn , 
32307 Cambridge Dr. , Warren , M I  
48093 , (3 1 3) 264-1960. 

Railroad Historical 
Society Conventions 

June 24-27. Norfolk & Western 
Historical Society (also Virginian) an
nual convention , Portsmouth; Virginia. 
Contact: Pat Ryan, 2133 No. Price St. ,  
Hubbard, OH 44425 . 

June 24-27 . Santa Fe Modelers 
convention, Marriott, Wichita, Kansas . 

June 25-27. Milwaukee Road His
torical Association, Annual Con
vention , Ramada Inn, Rockford, I l
linois . Contact: Mark T. Montague, 110 
So. Prospect St. , Wheaton, IL 60187 .  

July 8-10. Colorado Midland Rail
way Historical Society annual meet, 
Buena Vista, Colorado. Contact: Colo
rado Midiand Quarterly ,  1731 N. Co
oper, Colorado Springs , CO 80907. 

July 1 1-14. Great Northern Rail
way Historical Society annual meet, 
Radisson Hotel , Fargo, North Dakota. 

July 22-25. Union Pacific Historical 
Society convention, S tockton,  Cal
ifornia. 

July 22-25. Chesapeake and Ohio 
Historical Society annual convention. 
Radisson Hotel , Columbus , Ohio. 

August 28. Illinois Central Histori
cal Society, Ramada Convention Center 
Hotel , Memphis, Tennessee, 160 Union 
Ave. , Memphis, TN 38103. 

September 24-26. Nickel Plate His
torical and Technical Society, annual 
convention, Sheraton Harborfront Inn , 
Dunkirk, New York. Contact: David 
Allen , P .O. Box 504, Kenmore, NY 
142 1 7 ,  (716) 837-6049. 

October 8-10. Missouri Pacific His
torical Society annual meet, Ramada 
Inn Midtown, 1401 So. University Dr. , 
Fort Worth , TX 76 1 07 .  

October 16. Gulf Mobile & Ohio 
H istorical  Society , a n n u a l  con
vention , Ramada Inn, 401 N .  Main, 
East Peoria, Illinois. Contact: Ross Da
vidson, 3 Greenacres Dr., East Peoria, 
IL 61611. 

Railroad Historical 
Society News 

The Gulf Mobile & Ohio Historical 
Society 1993 illustrated black and white 
calendar featuring Dick W alI in ' s photo
graphs ,  is now available to members of 
the society. Membership is $18 . 50 per 
year from P.O.  Box 463 , Fairfield, IL 
62837 and includes the slick paper 
magazine and annual calendar. 

Missouri Pacific Historical Society 
is reprinting the Herald King decal set 
for the circa 1976 bicentennial paint 
schemes on GP9 number 1776 and 
GP18 number 1976. One set of decals 
(to do either locomotive) is $2 . 50 plus a 
large , self-addressed envelope . The 
original prototype painting diagram is 
also available for another $1.00 from 
the MoPac Historical Society, % Gene 
Semon , P . O .  B ox 340 ,  Cabot , AR 
722023 . 

Monon Railroad Historical-Tech
nical Society, 410 So . Merson St. , Mt. 
Prospect, IL 60056 has a new annual 
dues of $15 .00 that includes three issues 
of the slick paper Hoosier Line mag
azine and the calendar. 

Northern Pacific Railway Histor
ical Society has changed its dues to 
$17.00 per year including their quarterly 
slick paper magazine The Mainstreeter, 
from NPRA Record % Norm Snow, 
13044 87th PI N . E . , Kirkland , WA 
948034. 

Pittsburg Shawmut & Northern 
Railroad Co. Historical Society is seil
ing copies of a new 208-page illustrated 
paperback book Stories of the Pittsburgh 
Shawmut & Northern Railroad, by Lee 
Cory, for $22 .50 (an autographed hard 
cover edition is $42) from PS&N RR 
Historical Society, % Harvey Lacy, RD 
1, Box 193 , Canakeraga, NY 14822. 

1 994 Events 
Aug. 15-20. NMRA National Con

vention , Portland, OR. 

1 995 Events 
July 21-30. NMRA National Con

vention, Atlanta, GA. 
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HO, N,  0 and G Scale Locomotives 
Scale Mile Per 
Hour Speeds: 

Manufacturer/lmporter Prototype Min. Speed Max. 
(over #6 switch): Speed: 

Athearn (as· is) 
HO Scale Diesels 

EMD GP38-2 
ProlO Power West 
(Athearn w/can motor) 
Athearn/PPW, weighted 
Athearn w/NWSL motor 
Athearn w/NWSL motor, 

EMD F7 A (& F761 
EMD GP9 

EMD GP38·2 

weighted 
Athearn/Proto Power 

West w/replacement 
wheelsets: 
, NorthWest 

Short Line 
Jay-Bee 

Atlas 
Atlas/Roco 
Con-Cor/Roco 
Con-Cor/Roco 

(with Mashima 
can motor) 

Kato 
KatoiStewart 

(similar GP7 models 
by Atlas) 

Kato 
KeystoneiNWSL 
Hobbytown 
Life-Like 
Life-Like 
Ajin/Overiand Models 
MacIel Power 
Ajin/Overiand Models 
Ajin/Overiand Models 
Mantua 
Proto 2000 (Life· Like) 
Spectrum (Bachmann) 
Spectrum (Bachmann) 
Spectrum (Bachmann) 
WalthersiRoco 

Alco 52 
EMD FP7A 
EMD GP40 

GP40 

EMD 5040 
EMD F3A (& F38) 

EMD GP35 
GE 44-Ton 
EMD E8A 
Aka FA2 
EMD BL2 

EMD GP38·2 
EMD GP9 

EMD SWI500 
EMD SD60 

GP20 
EMD GP18 

EMD F40PH Phase II 
GE Dash 8-4OC 

G.E. B23-7 
EMD SWI 

.24 

.35 
(.26) 
.20 
.21 

.24 

.23 

.27 

.65 

.35 

.97 

.29 

1 .1 8  
.38 

(.31 )  
� 
. 1 7  
� 
� 
.3 1 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
� 

1 �  
1 �  
1 �  

2 1  

H O  Scale Steam locomotives 
Bowser (English's MRR 

Supply) 6&0 0-4-OT .90 
IHClMehanotenika B&O 0-4-OT 1 .42 
Key Imports UP 4-8-8-4 .44 
Life-Like B&O 0-4·OT 1 .37 
Mantua 2-6-6·2 3.0 
Mantua 0-6-0T NA 
Mantua w/Mashima 2·6·6-0 .24 
Ajin/Overland Maclels NYC 2·8·2 .50 
SamhongsalPowerhouse USRA 2·6-6-2 .28 

N Scale Steam locomotives 
Rivarossi 
Rivarossi (wiN Scale of 
NV frame & NWSL 
Sagami 1420 can motor) 

USRA 2-8-2 3.00 

USRA 2-8-2 .49 

1 26.4 
98.2 

(95.0) 
94.2 
60.9 

6 1 .2 

97.4 
97.4 
82.5 
97.4 
1 1 2.1 
99.0 

8 1 .9 
83.1 

(81.91 
82.5 
36.9 
81 .4 
90.7 
90.7 
79.2 
1 04.2 
74.3 
80.3 
78.2 
99.8 
80.3 
87.4 
84.9 
53.3 

102.4 
1 32.0 
62.2 
104.2 
70.2 
1 26.4 
50.6 
74.3 
57.1 

1 77.2 

160.3 

Max. Pulling 
Power IT ractive 

force) in Ounces: 

2.76 
4.46 

(8 92) 
4.01 
2.30 

3.88 

2.56 
2.40 
3.52 
4.23 
2.93 
2.91 

3.29 
4.28 

(9.00) 
2.87 
1 .52 
5.92 
3 . 14  
3.53 
1 .95 
2 .71 
2.53 
4.49 
3.07 
3.40 
3.79 
3.69 
3 . 17  
2.47 

1 .46 
.92 

6.47 
1 .0 1  
5.27 
2.09 
2 . 1 7  
3.79 
8.78 

1 1 4 

.66 

Throttle Response 
at mid·load (volts): 

3.4 
2.4 

(2.6) 
3.0 
1 .8 

2.2 

1 .6 
1 .5 
4.4 
6.0 
9.5 
3.2 

3.0 
2.9 

(2.8) 
2.2 
2.0 
3.3 
4.2 
5.4 
2.0 
1 .7 
1 .2 
2.0 
1 .6 
2.6 
3.8 
3.4 
2.9 
1 .4 

1 .8 
2.0 
4.6 
.9 

7.0 
3.2 
4.2 
1 .6 
3.0 

9.0 

4.5 

Magazine 
date: 

Jan. 1990' 
May 1990 
May 1990 
May t990 

August 1990 

August 1990 

Oct. 1 990 
Oct. t 990 
Feb. 1 991 
Dec. 1 990 

March 1 991  
April 1 991  

June 1991 
Sept. 1989 

Sept. 1989 
Nov. 1 992' 

March 1990' 
Jan. 1991 
July 1991 

Nov. 1 989' 
Nov. 1 991  
Nov. 1 990 

AuguSi 1 990 
April 1 991  
Dec. 1 991  
Feb. 1 993 
Feb. 1 992 
May 1990 
July 1 992 

March 1993 

Dec. 1 992 
Dec. 1 992 

August 1991 
Dec. 1 992 
June 1991 
June 1991 
June 1991 
Serv. 1 991 
Ju y 1 989 

Oct. 199t 

Oct. 1 99 1  

The more significant figures from Bob Higgin 's "Evaluations" 
of model locomotives in past issues of this magazine. The issues 
with asterisks are out of print, but photocopies of these reports 

are available for $2.00 each (allow 30 days for shipment). 
Scale Mile Per 
Hour Speeds: 

Manufacturerllmporter Prototype Min. Speed Max. Max. Pullin� Throttle Response Ma�:ne 
(over #6 swilch): Speed: Power (Trachve at mid·load (volts): 

N Scale Diesels 
force) in Ounces: 

Arnold Aka 52 1 .9 1 5 1 .4 .44 2.0 March 1991 
Can Cor EMD E7A .57 99.8 4.19 3.4 Oct. 1992 
Atlas/Kato GE U25B (two) .29 222.4 .&4 2.0 June 1 989 

( .31 )  ( 1 SQ.6) ( 1 .17) (2.0) June 1989 
Atlas/Kato EMD 507 1 .29 2 3 1 .9 .60 1 .7 April 1 990 
Atlas/Kato EMD GP35 1 .07 2 1 3.7 .61 2.2 Nov. 1 992 
Kato GE U30C .48 242.2 .88 2.4 Feb. 1 990' 
Bachmann EMD SD40-2 .74 148.3 1 .03 2.4 Sept. 1 989 
Bachmann wiN Scale 

Nevada Chassis EMD 5040-2 .82 1 55.7 1 .25 2.6 Sept. 1989 
Bachmann/Spectrum G.E. Dash·8 40C .44 1 1 3.0 1 1 5  5.2 April 1993 
Key/Endo EMD F7 (& F7B) .39 145.3 .57 3.8 Mar. 1 992 

(.50) (1 50.3) (1 .27) (3.0) Mar. 1 992 
Life·Like EMD F9A (& F9B) 2.04 1 77.2 1 .41 5.00 Aug. 1 989 

(1 .84) (1 66.4) (2.78) (4.7) Aug. 1 989 
Life-Like Alco FA2 (& F82) 1 . 1 9  1 58.0 .91 4.0 May 1 993 

( .66) (149.3) (1 .81 ) (3.4) May 1993 
Samhongsa/Halimark EMD F3A (& F3B) .29 1 50.3 1 .03 3.2 July 1 989 

(.35) 
Model Powerl 

( 1 5 1 .4) (2 04) (3.2) July 1 989 
Mehanotenika EMD F40PH 3.14 1 84.7 .83 3.8 Sept. 1 990 

o Scale Diesels 
P&D Hobby EMD F9A (& F9B) .25 77.1 5.79 1 .2 June 1 990 

.24 74.1 12 .80 1 .9 June 1990 
P&D Hobby EMD F3B .25 77.1 5.81 1 .6 Jan. 1993 
Centr.1 Loco. Works EMD F7 A (& F7B) .25 72 .0 20.68 4.4 Sept. 1 989 

(.201 (65.5) (39.10) (4.0) Sept. 1989 
KeylSamhongsa ALCO PA·l .41 76.2 2 1 .85 5.6 April 1 992 
Red Caboose EMD GP9 .27 8 1 .9 12.78 2.2 June 1992 
Weaver Ako FA 2 .22 72.8 15.31 1 .9 July 1 989 
Weaver EMD E8 .30 105.6 14.45 2 . 1  Ju ly  1993 

S Scale Diesels 
American Models EMD GP35 .54 78.0 7.85 2.0 June 1993 

o Scale Steam locomotives 
SamhongsalHalimark On3-EBT 2-8-2 .22 33.8 9.09 2.4 Aug. 1989 

G Gauge Diesels 
LGB WP & YRR 

Ako DL-535E 2.67 48.0 27.01 NA April 1 990 
Lionel EMD GP7 .38 55.6 14.74 5.9 May 1 991  
Railway Express Agency Ako FAI 3.79 68.2 1 5 .25 NA July 1 990 

G Gauge Steam locomotives 
Aristo-Crah (ARD B&O 4-6-2 1 . 1 5  5 1 .9 28.08 2.0 Oct. 1 991  
Aristo-Crah (ARD PRR 0-4-0 .94 72.7 1 2 . 1 3  1 .6 Jan. 1992 

and ().4-0T 
Lehmann (LGE) 0-4·OT 2.40 28.7 7.24 NA May 1992 
Bachmann 0-4·OT .31 25.6 6.38 2.6 August 1 992 
Bachmann Radio· 

Controlled Baldwin 4-6-0 .55 25.2 28.81 NA June 1 989 
Bachmann Track· 

Powered Baldwin 4-6-0 5.50 38.4 1 1 .23 1 .0 Oct. 1990 
Delton Loco. Works D&RG 2·8-0 . 1 2  40.9 1 7.0 2.0 Dec. 1989 
LGB 2·6-0 2.65 54.8 22.45 NA Nov. 1 991 
Lionel Baldwin 0-4-0T . 1 2  54.5 9.6 1 .8 Oct. 1989' 
Kalamazoo Toy Trains 0-4-0T .48 50.1 1 3.57 1 . 1 Jan. 1 991 
Kalamazoo TO� Trains 4-4·0 .82 67.1 1 3 . 1 8  1 .3 Jan. 1 991 
Aristo-Crah (A D PRR 0-4·0 .94 72.7 12 . 13  1 .6 Jan. 1 992 

and 0-4-01 
NOTES: Figures in parentheses are for two locomotives operated together. 

An explanation of how Bob Higgins tests these locomotives appeared in the March 1 990 issue. 
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54-FOOT PULLMAN-STANDARD 
PS-2CD COVERED HOPPERS 

Part ! 
IN HO SCALE FR OM 

INTERMO UNTAIN MODELS KITS 

IN N SCALE FR OM PRECISION MASTERS KITS* 

This is the most common covered hop
per currently in operation in America. It 
looks like the Athearn model but is actu
ally a newer car with notable detail 
differences. There are hundreds of paint 
schemes for these models. Here's the 
background on the prototype and some 
examples of paint schemes you can 
duplicate with existing decals. 

W
h i l e  A merican Car & 
Foundry can be credited 
for generating acceptance 

• - of the covered hopper in 
the late 1930s, Pullman-Standard took 
over the lead in production in the 1950s 

GRAIN CAR MODELI NG 
* Athearn H O  scale and Prec is ion 

Masters N scale mode l s  and t h e i r  
prototypes, January and J u l y  1 99 1 . 

Model Power HO s.cale and C&S In
dustries N scale cyl i ndrical covered 
hoppers, November 1 99 1  and May 
1992 . 

Con-Cor, AHM Ho scale, Atlas N 
scale and Weaver (kit-conversion) 0 
s c a l e  t h r e e - b a y  F i ft i e s - e r a  P S - 2  
covered hoppers, June and September 
1 992 .  

Eastern Car Works, Walthers a nd 
Con-Cor HO scale and Atlas N scale 
si ngel Airsl ide covered hoppers, De
cember j 990, February 1 991  and Oc
tober 1 992 .  

MDC HO scale 4700-cubic-foot ca
pacity gra i n cars,  August and De
cember 1 992:  

Grain doors to convert
'
40- and 50-

foot box cars for gra i n  service and..how 
to use these operations and models on 
your model rai l road, November 1 990.  

By D. Scott Chatfield 

with its PS-2 l ine.  From the 2 ,003-
cubic-foot model (MDC's  two-bay) ,  the 
series grew into a dizzying v.ariety of 
designs and spawned several imitators. 
Each design was tailored to commod
ities with specific characteristic s ,  
chiefly density . But in the end, it was a 
journeyman design, the PS-2CD/4750, 
that sold the best. The 4750 is the single 
most common design of freight car seen 
on American rails since the late 1970s, 
with over 60,000 copies constructed . 
And with but a few minor parts changes , 
the design is still being built by Trinity 
Industries , which bought Pullman' s  
manufacturing operations i n  1984 . But 
there has never been a plastic model in 
any scale of this most common car until 
now, with the release of Intermountain 's 
HO scale kit. 

Even though it was one of the largest 
traffic sources, grain was one of the last 
bulk commodities to move out of box 
cars into covered hoppers, for several 
reasons . Since grain is not produced 
continuously , cars built specifically for 
grain spend a lot of time in storage. The 
railroads had lots of 40-foot box cars , 
and as the demand for these cars to haul 
manufactured goods dropped in favor of 
larger box cars , grain was one of the last 
uses for them.  Also , many of the 
granger roads were in financial trouble 
and couldn't  afford new cars . And with 
the railroads short of case, their trackage 
was falling apart and couldn't  handle the 
heavier covered hoppers . Much of the 
grain came from territory served by light 
rail branchlines that also couldn't  handle 
heavy cars . With such trackage, round 
trips took longer, so it didn't  make sense 
to spend money on cars that mostly sat 
still or moved very slowly ,  whether 

loaded or empty . Lastly , don't under
estimate organizational momentum .  
Box cars were used because box cars 
had been used for a hundred years , and 
there were many employees in place to 
deal with box cars and their grain doors 
that weren't needed if covered hoppers 
were used, and yet couldn't  be let go 
until they retired. 

But ever-increasing domestic grain 
production and Russian grain sales 
changed that by clogging the system. 
The only way to unclog it short of com
pletely rebuilding the trackage was to 
employ bigger cars. Enter the PS-2CDI 
4750 and several lease companies will
ing to take advantage of tax breaks en
couraging private ownership of grain 
cars . Chief among these was North 
American Car (NAHX) and P-S 's  own 
Pullman Transportation Leasing (PTLX 
and PLCX) . While some earlier grain 
cars were privately owned, they were 
the minority . The majority of PS-2CDI 
4750s were bought by private owners 
and leased to shippers , and the resulting 
plethora of paint schemes is what makes 
this car so interesting. It is this car that 
carried most of the billboard lettering 
for obscure grain elevators in forgotten 
comers of America. Who but a railfan 
has ever heard of Klemme, Iowa? 

Changes in regulations and tax laws 
have reduced the need for privately 
owned grain hoppers in free-floating 
fleets. North American Cat (now owned 
by GE Capital) and Pullman have taken 
to leasing their covered hoppers to rail
roads for terms of several years. Such 
cars get the railroad' s  reporting marks, 
and in many cases any billboard let
tering is painted over. In other words, 
get photos now. 
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MIL W 100894, built August 1973. 
Among the firs t big orders for 
PS-2CD14 750 was Milwaukee 's 
100653- 101052 series. The lack of 
rivets in the side sill extensions (be
tween the bolster and ladders) make 
this a very early 4750, so of course it 
has no roof overhang either. Note 
the roofwalk now has more narrow 
supports than wide supports, the ar
rangement still used by Trinity today. 
- D. Scott Chatfield photo, Mus
catine, Iowa, November 1991 
HO Scale Decals: Herald King 
H-370. 

D&H 12303, built March 1974. A roof 
that doesn't overhang the ends and 
ribs that lack drainage notches at the 
bottom make this an early production 
car. It's easy to shave the overhang 
off the model, but filling the cutouts 
with putty might be a tad tedious. -
D. Scott Chatfield photo, Albany, 
New York, October 1989 
HO Scale Decals: Herald King 
H-342. 
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PTLX 34695, built October 1973. 
Rivets in the side sill extensions 
showed up by fall 1973. This car also 
has truck-mounted brake gear, so 
trimming off the roof overhang from 
the Intermountain model is all that's 
needed. Like the Central Soya car, 
the ends, slope sheet and underbody 
are black; this is typical of PTLX 
cars. - D. Scott Chatfield photo, 
Beresford, South Dakota, July 1991 
HO Scale Decals:  Herald King 
PR-101 .  

SOO 75 1 80, built August, 1978. The Inter
mountain model is a perfect match for this series 
of Soo Line cars, with small jacking pads, over
hanging roof, step-up crosswalks, and truck
mounted brake gear. D. Scott Chatfield photo in 
Locust Grove, Georgia, September 1988. 
Decal: Herald King H- 104 
HO Scale 

ITC 2226, built June 1976. A near-perfect pro
totype for the Intermountain model, as this car has 
the small jacking pads, notched ribs, overhanging 
roof and "step-up" crosswalk. However, this car 
has bOdy-mounted brake gear. Note that the 
underbody and vertical bolster sheet are red, but 
the slope sheet and ends are yel/ow. Most 
PS-2CD14750s with two-color schemes have all 
these parts the second color. These cars are be
ing repainted Norfolk Southern. - D. Scott Chat
field photo, Des Moines, Iowa, November 1991 
HO Scale Decals: Herald King H-71. 
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RREX 4238, built April 1979. Rex 
Leasing painted most of its fleet that 
putrid pink. This car differs from the 
model by having short gate tracks 
and body-mounted brakes (note the 
air pipe under the side sill). Note how 
the crosswalk is made from several 
pieces. - D. Scott Chatfield photo, 
Atlanta, Georgia, 1993 

HO Scale Decals: Combine a Herald 
King 4750 set with black data with Is
lington 's Klemme set meant for 
MDC's FMC 4700. 

22 

LN 24 1 872, built 1979. Like the 
Klemme car, the Family Lines cars 
have short gate tracks and body
mounted brakes, but they also have 
the diamond-tread "slope-up" roof
walk. The crosswalk is one piece. By 
this time, the diagonal struts under 
the roofwalk overhang had reap
peared, but they're heavier than the 
early version. - D. Scott Chatfield 
photo in Atlanta, Georgia, 1992 
HO Scale Decals: Herald King 
H-61 1 .  
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PS-2CD COVERED HOPPERS 

Modeling the 4750 

Usually when a new model is  re
leased, there are no decals for that exact 
prototype, but in this case, many of the 
schemes on grain hoppers are so note
worthy that Herald King produced sev
eral dozen back in the Seventies . How
ever, only about half of these sets have 
data specific to PS-2CD/4750s; some 
have earlier PS-2CD/4740 data (the 
Athearn car) or other cars . But by com
bining sets that have the needed data and 
heralds ,  you can duplicate a lot of pro
totypes. 

Stil l ,  there is a need for many more 
lettering sets to cover common pro
totypes , especially since Herald King 
hasn' t  released any new sets lately . 
Islington Station has several and is 
working on more, Walthers and Odd
balls each have a couple, but as of now, 
Microscale has only a few decals for this 
car . Considering the rate at which 
Microscale produces decals , I expect 
this to change . See the sidebar for 4750 
decal sets. 

What is a "PS-2CD/4750"? "PS-2" 
is Pullman's long-standing term for any 
covered hopper. "CD" (Center dis
charge) means each hopper has a single 
gate discharging between the rai l s .  
"4750" is  the car's capacity in  cubic 
feet .  The term " center discharge " 
should not be confused with ACF's  
Center Flow. The PS-2CD/4750 has a 
centersill; Center Flows do not. 

While Pullman had several plants , all 
4750s I 've examined were built at the 
Butler, Pennsylvania, plant. After Trin
ity bought Pullman and Greenville Steel 
Car, it moved the production line over 
to the Greenville, Pennsylvania, plant. 
Recent purchasers of 4750s include BN, 
CSX, KCS and Ite!. 

What distinguishes the 4750 from 
earlier PS-2s is its compound curve roof 
with raised trough ("clerestory" roof) 
and the 1 8-rib/ 1 7-panel sides. So while 
at first glance it might look like the 
PS -2CD/4740 ( Athearn ' s  " 54-foot 
covered hopper"), it is quite different. 
Intermountain based its model on one 
particular 4750 order, Soo Line's  of 
1 978, which was featured in drawings in 
the December 1 983 Mainline Modeler. 
Thus the model matches that car and its 
blend of options. Hopefully Intermoun
tain (or somebody else) can be talked 
into producing detail parts for the other 
options : 

24 

Tracking the 4750 
Detail Changes 

Given the length of production -
1 972 to the present - the PS-2CD/4750 
design has changed little. Changes that 
have cropped up usually started as cus
,tomer options before being made stan
dard e q u i p ment . The s i g n i fi c a n t  
changes include: 

Jacking Pads: The small trapezoid 
was used from onset through 1 980, but 
in late 1 979 the large trapezoid ap
peared, and Trinity continues to use it. 
Intermountain ' s  4750 model has the 
small pad. 

Ribs: Originally cut off square at the 
bottom, but the ribs (which are not 
capped at the top) fill up with spilled 
grain and empty snuff cans. A notch in 
the bottom of each rib was added by 
1 974 to allow removal of the spilled 
grain (which, by retaining water, causes 
rust), but Trinity has done away with 
this notch . The Intermountain model has 
the notches. 

Roofwalk: Most 4750s have an Apex 
round-hole roofwalk with a separate 
raised crosswalk. This is the "step-up" 
roofwalk. Some early cars were built 
with fabricated rectangular opening or 
expanded mesh "diamond tread" roof
walks , and others (SCL, L&N, BN) 
have the diamond tread " slope-up" 
roofwalk which is standard on current 
Trinity cars . Intermountain has cast a 
beautiful round-hole "step-up" roof
walk,  and it would be nice if Plano 
would produce an etched "slope-up" 
roofwalk. Early and late 4750s have 
diagonal braces supporting the over
hanging roofwalk extensions, but 4750s 
built in the late 1 970s (like the prototype 
for the Intermountain model) don ' t .  
Earl iest  4750s have a different ar
rangement of roofwalk supports,  but the 
style found on the model (more thin 
supports than thick) was in use by 1 974 . 
Pullman always painted the roofwalk; 
Trinity installs it after painting the car. 

Hatches: Almost all 4750s have 
continuous trough hatches. Early (into 
1 977) 4750s were built with four fiber
glass hatches with crosswise ribs to keep 
their weight down so one man could 
open them. But exposure to UV rays 
and cold (especially cold) made these 
hatches brittle, so Pullman changed over 
to an aluminum hatch with a smooth 
top. A few roads (ICG, N&W) opted for 
hatches with zig-zag ribs, but these are 
rare . The kit includes the two common 
hatches; use photos to mix and match, 
because many older cars have had some 

or all of their fiberglass hatches re
placed. 

Hopper gates: There is no clear 
favorite here between gates with the 
short track with side cranks (like the 
Athearn 4740 has) and the long track 
(Youngtown's "E-Z Glide") supplied 
with the Intermountain kit.  Railroads 
seem to have preferred the short tracks, 
which might be an Enterprise product. 

Brakes: Most 4750s built into the late 
1 970s have body-mounted brake gear, 
though truck-mounted brake cylinders 
were always an option, and most of 
Pullman's  PTLX fleet has them. Since 
the body-mounted brake cylinder is  
mounted quite low in the end, i t 's  hard 
to spot at a glance, but the linkage con
nectging the trucks runs underneath the 
center sill, displacing the train line air 
pipe to the car side. It's usually mounted 
below the right side sill,  but some early 
cars have it on the left. Lastly , some 
cars have the air reservoir mounted to 
the left when looking at the B-end (like 
the kit), and some have it on the right 
side. It  has nothing to do with the 
mounting of the brake cylinders . 

Roof overhang: On cars built before 
1 976, the roof ends flush with the end 
sheet. After 1 976, the roof has a slight 
overhang . Since the Intermountain kit is 
based on a 1 978 car, it has the over
hang. Just shave it off for an earlier car. 

Top chords: Most PS-2CD/4750s 
have no top chord, but for a time in the 
late 1 970s, many were built with an 
angle iron extending across the top of 
the middle seven or 1 1  panels. This 
detail is easy to add to the model with 
Evergreen strip styrene . 

Trucks: The kit comes with the same 
Barber S-2 trucks used in Intermoun
tain's cylindrical hopper kit, and many 
4750s have Barber S-2s, but few if any 
have 38-inch wheels .  Replace these 
with Kadee or Jay-Bee 36-inch wheels if 
this bothers you. (I just like the sound of 
metal wheels !)  

The 4750 Clones 

When is a PS-2CD/4750 not a PS-2? 
When it's a copy. The most blatant are 
those assembled by Evans subsidiary 
United States Railway Equipment at its 
Washington , Indiana , shop around 
1974-75 . These have USRF's map out
line logo on the lower right side (a few 
later examples have an Evans logo). I 
say "assembled" because they are such 
perfect copies that odds are good USRE 
merely used kits supplied by Pullman. 
Most of these Evans copies wore USLX 
marks, but others include Atlantic & 
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PS-2CD COVERED HOPPERS 
Western , the old Norfolk Southern, 
MN&S ' s  3400 series,  and A-D-M . 
Evans sold off the USLX covered hop
pers, so they've since been restencilled. 
When it became obvious that there was 
a big market for grain hoppers , Evans 
started building its own 4,780-cubic
foot design that harks back to the old 
Pullman 4,427-cubic-foot model . 

The most common copy is the orig
inal Trinity design built from around 
1 978 until Trinity bought Pullman's  
plants and designs in 1984 (Pullman 
b u i l t  n o t h i n g  i n  1 9 8 2- 8 3 ) .  T h i s  
"TRN/4750" has one major difference: 
an arched roof. And most TRN/4750s 
have the side sill extensions coming off 
the bottom of the jacking pad . Those 
jacking pads are shaped differently, and 
there is no lip under the side sill to trap 
grain and snuff cans. Unlike the Evans 
copies, TRN/4750s rarely wear colorful 
paint jobs, and even those sold to rail
roads (D&RGW, SCL) are painted plain 
grey . If you see a car with TILX or 
TRNX marks (both Trinity Leasing) , 
y o u  are  p r ob a b l y  l o o k i n g a t  a 
TRN/4750. 

Union Pacific and Norfolk & Western 
built 4750 copies in their own shops, 
likely from Pullman-supplied kits. UP 
also bought complete cars from Pull
man, but all of N&W's were built in 
Roanoke. The last group, the HC-78 
class, has an arched roof. 

Other copies only resemble the 
PS-2CD/4750 in size and number of 
ribs. By the late 1 970s, Pullman had 
raised its prices high enough that other 
companies could afford to get in the 
market ,  and North American C ar 
switched allegiance away from Pull
man. In fact,  the similarity between the 
copies built by Richmond Tank Car, In
galls Shipbuilding and Berwick Forge & 
Fabricating (none of whom had built 
covered hoppers previously) suggests 
the design may have originated with 
North American Car. All three designs 
have arched roofs , low side sill exten
sions (like the TRN/4750), and heavy 
top chords running the full length of the 
car (except the Berwicks, whose chords 
stop at the last rib) . Several thousand of 
these copies were built between 1979 
and 1 98 1 ,  but very few are painted any
thing but plain grey or have any bill
board lettering. Among railroads, only 
C&NW is known to have any of these 
copies,  leasing Berwicks and Ingalls 
from North American Car. Precision 
Masters' N-scale 4750 grain hopper is 
very close to the Richmond Tank Car 
4750. 
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This Corn Sweetners car is another with the cutouts at the bottoms of the ribs 
but with solid jacking pads. The inset position of the lower two rungs of the 
steps is visible; this was necessary to pass Plate C clearances. - Virl Davis 
photo, North Platte, Nebraska, August 22, 1978 
HO Scale Decals: Herald King PR42. 
N Scale Decals: None known. 

F A R  'M E R S 
e R E  5 , r i o 

I , 

This Farmers Co-Op car is close to the Intermountain HO scale kit right down 
to the overhanging roof and half-round notches at the bottoms of the vertical 
posts, but the holes in the jacking pads are larger. - Virl Davis photo at Den
ver, Colorado, May 16, 1981 
HO Scale Decals: None known, but Woodland Scenics MG720 dry transfer 
letters with Islington Station 23 1-103A decals can be used. 
N Scale Decals: None known. 

This Farnhamville car is lettered and painted in a style similar to the FMC
built 4, 700-cubic-foot-capacity cars (the MDC HO scale model) in the De
cember 1992 issue of "The Journal. " This car and the Klemme Co-op Grain 
cars (also these 47S0-cubic-foot capacity cars) realy are pink. - Virl Davis 
photo 
HO Scale Decals: None known, but Woodland Scenics MG720 dry transfers 
can be used with the Klemme Co-op Grain decals, set 231 - 103A, $2.00 from 
Islington Station Products, P.o. Box 843, Islington, MA 02090. 
N Scale Decals: None known. 

Note the black ends and underbody but an orange roof on this Far-Mar-Co. 
car. It has the cutouts in the bottoms of the vertical posts and solid jacking 
pads. - Virl Davis photo, Cheyenne, Wyoming, May 31, 1976 
HO Scale Decals: Herald King PR46. N Scale Decals: None known. 
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Loads and Industries 
for the 4750 

Unlike similarly sized ACF Center 
Flows (the CF4650 and CF46(0), many 
of which were built to haul minerals, 
almost all PS-2CD/4750s and copies 
were built for grain. A few are used for 
salt, borates, soda ash (sodium hydrox
ide) and potash (potassium hydroxide) . 
But the 4750 was built to haul 100 tons 
of dry wheat. Earlier grain hoppers were 

built around 100 tons of com, so 4750s 
can only be loaded five-sixths full if 
hauling com, sorghum or soybeans (the 
moisture content of the grain effects this 
also; stored grain dries out) . Since most 
elevators load the car a bay at a time, 
this leaves one end bay only half full, 
aggravating any tracking problems. Fac
ing a car shortage, Burlington Northern 
recently decided to accept 4750s over
loaded with com, which makes the cars 
five to 10 tons overweight, but at least 
they're balanced. 

. If you are modeling from the mid-
1970s onward in HO scale, you need 

MSMX 1000, built December 1980. MSMX stands for Mid-South Milling, 
which has 20 cars. This photo illustrates the "8" end of a car with a body
mounted brake cylinder. Note the roof overhang and lack of struts under the 
roofwalk extension. - D. Scott Chatfield photo 
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Intermountain PS-2CD/4750s by the 
case. If you think I ' m  exaggerating, I 'm 
not. The only major railroad that doesn't  
have them is Southern Pacific/Cotton 
Belt, and I know from experience that 
you see plenty in Espee trains. That 
leaves a lot of railroads that do own 
them, and the variety of paint schemes 
is mind boggling. The North Western 
alone has PS-2CD/4750s in at least 13 
different schemes, counting Rock Island 
"bandits . "  CSX has at least 10 vari
ations. And far more 4750s were paint
ed that hideous pink than FMC's 4700s; 
at least 10 elevators have pink 4750s let
tered for them. So you can build literally 

PTLX 14287, built June 1974. This 
Pillsbury car is blue with a black 
underbody (most PTLX cars have 
black hoppers, slope sheets and 
ends), and in 1992 still had three of 
its fiberglass hatches. It doesn't have 
the roof overhang (easy to shave off 
the model), adn it has short-track 
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dozens of these models and not have 
two alike, paint- and lettering-wise. The 
Intermountain model is beautifully de
tailed and a welcome break from long 
strings of Athearn 4740s. 

PLCX 16129, built June 1974. Ex
cept for no roof overhang at the 
ends, this car matches the Inter
mountain model perfectly. But it's not 
a Pullman! It's an Evans copy, as re
vealed by the USRE map logo just 
right of the consolidated stencils. -
D. Scott Chatfield photo, Vinings, 
Georgia, 1992 

HO Scale Decals: Microscale 87-406 

outlet gates (clip off the long tracks 
and add large nut-bolt-washer cast
ings on each side for the cranks). 
Like most PTLX cars, it has truck
mounted brakes, so this car is very 
close to the Intermountain kit. - D. 
Scott Chatfield photo, Atlanta, Geor
gia. 
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Herald King 
HH-20 
H-51 
H-71 
H-1 04 
H-1 72 
H-191  
H-342 
H-363 
H-370 
H-382 
H-415 
H-463 
H-481 

H-541 
H-549 
H-61 1 
H-705 
H-1 301 
H-1 940 
PR- 1 1  
PR-22 
PR-29 

PR-32 
PR-38 
PR-39 
PR-40 
PR-41 
PR-42 
PR-43 
PR-46 
PR-67 
PR-68 
PR-71 
PR-72 
PR-73 
PR-88 
PR-97 
PR-100 
PR-101  
PR-102 
PR-103 
PR-1 21 
PR-149 

Microscale 
87-322 
87-331 
87-406 
87-444 

87-493 
87-558 
87-591 

Walthers 
44410  
228400 

Decals for the 47505 

Chicago & North Western 
N&W 

Illinois Terminal 
Soo Line 
Grand Trunk Western 
Missouri-Kansas-Texas 
Delaware & Hudson 
Penn Central 
Milwaukee Road 
Seaboard Coast Line 
Burlington Northern 
Frisco 

Union Pacific 
Rock Island ("The Rock") 

Rock Island 
LN/SCUFamily Lines 
Conrail 
Minneapolis Northfield & Southern 
Seaboard System 
PTLXlCentral Soya 
NAHXlFrank Bros. 

PTLXlMichigan Elevator Exchange 

PTLXlNFO Grain 
NAHXlCook Industries 
NAHXlRaiston Jefferson 
PTLXlFGDA 
MAHXlMAC 
CRDXlCorn Sweeteners 
PTLXlFarmers Coop, Roland & Nevada 
TLDXlFar-Mar-Co 
PTLXlFroedtert Malt 
CRDXlCenex 
TRGX/Terminal Grain 
PTLXlMFA 
PTLXlCoast Trading 
NAHXlMiles 
UTCXlGTA 
PTLXlContinental 
PTLXlCon-Agra 
TLCXlCargili 

PTLXlCargili Salt 
PVGXlPeavey 
TLCXlLauhoff 

USLXlNFO Grain 
PTLXlAurora Co-op 
USLXlBoone Valley Co-op 
Santa Fe covered hoppers 
MPiTP/CEI covered hoppers 
Santa Fe covered hoppers, 1 980 repaints 
New Nor(olk Southern freight cars 

Rock Island ("The Rock") 
Ill inois Central Gulf 

ISlington Station 
330-002 Burlington Northern, 1 990 scheme 
330-070 CSX 
330-1 21 NW/Norfoik Southern 

Green car 
Grey car 
Yellow car 
White car 
Blue car 
Green car 
Red car 
Green car 
Orange car 
Yellow car (wrong data) 
Green car (wrong data?) 
Grey car 

Grey car 
Light blue car 
Grey car 

Tan car 
Grey car 
Blue car 
Tan car 
White car (wrong data) 

Yellow car 

Grey car 
Grey car 

Pink car 
Olive car 
Red car 
Yellow car 
Light blue car 
Orange car (wrong data) 
Grey car 
Tan car 

White car 
White car 
Yellow car 
Grey car 
Grey car 
White car 
Green car 
Yellow car (wrong data?) 
Green car 
Blue car 
White car (wrong data?) 

Grey car 
Grey car 
Blue car 
Grey cars 
Grey cars 
red cars 
Grey cars 

Blue car 
Orange car 

Green car 
Tan car (wrong data) 
Grey car (wrong data) 
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UP74444, built April 1974. This car has no roof overhang but notches in the bottoms of each vertical rib. The pro
totype was a publicity car, part of the railroad's patriotic paint schemes for the bicentennial. Athearn once offered its 
model (actually the too-early PS-2 with only 16 ribs) in this paint scheme, including the car number. It was kit no. 
5313, now out of production. 
HO Scale Decals: None - Microscale 87-265 has the black lettering, but there is no known white "Railroad, " so dry 
transfers would have to be used, one letter at a time. 

This Boone Valley 4724 car in original paint has solid posts and solid jacking 
pads. It was built by Evans but is very close to the HO scale kit. - Virl Davis 
photo, Chadron, Nebraska, June 20, 1982 
HO Scale Decals: Microscale 87-406. 
N Scale Decals: Microscale 60-406. 
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This Cargill car lacks the cutouts at the bottoms of the vertical ribs and has 
solid jacking pads. - Virl Davis photo, Bridgeport, Nebraska, August 6, 1976 
HO Scale Decals: Microscale 87-24 or Herald King PR103 (modified). 
N Scale Decals: Microscale 87-24. 
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U PG RA D I NG & IM PROV I NG 
. 

BODY-MOUNT COUPLERS FOR N SCALE 

PART V: MDC SO-foot Box Cars 
N scale models can look at least as real
istic as HO scale models with just a few 
simple changes: replace the couplers 
with Micro-Trains, mount them on the 
body,  install a more finely-detailed 
brake wheel, use new wheelsets with 
lower-profile flanges and weather the 
car to match the prototype. 

Part J of this series, on upgrading the 
A tlas or Bachmann PS2 three-bay 
covered hoppers with Plano roof walks 
and truck-mounted couplers, appeared 
in the June 1 992 issue. 

Part ll, on upgrading Atlas (alld most 
other brands) of open-top hopper cars 
with N Scale of Nevada body-moullt 
coupler adaptors, appeared in the No
vember 1 992 issue. 

Part lll, on upgrading Atlas box cars 
with Plano roofwalks , Micro-Trains 
steps, brake wheels, and wheelsets and 
body-mount couplers, and brush-on 
pastel weathering, appeared in the F eb
ruary 1993 issue. 

Part IV, on upgrading the Precision 
Masters 54-foot covered hoppers with 
shaded-in roofwalk details , M icro
Trains brake wheel, wheelsets and 
couplers and Precision Masters body
mount coupler adaptors, appeared in 
the May 1 993 issue. 

BEFORE 
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T
he M DC/Roundhouse series 
of 50-foot box cars includes 
an example of nearly every 
style of modern box car in 

production . Each of the models shares a 
nearly identical underframe; it is only 
the body shell that varies from one car to 
the next. The procedures shown here 
will apply, then , to any of the dozens of 
variations in basic body design as well 
as the hundreds of different paint 
schemes on these MDC cars . 

The MDC cars, like all of the plastic
bodied N scale models, have the coup
lers mounted on the trucks. This is a 
procedure that is still followed only by 
the toy trains from Lionel and Tyco (in 
HO scale) , but somehow it has become 
the "standard" for N scale. It is cer
tainly not the fault of the manufacturers, 
each of whom claims that is what the 
"market" demands . Only the imported 
brass models have body-mounted coup
lers . The truck-mounted couplers are 
necessary to avoid derailments if you 
insist on using 7-inch radius curves, but 
body-mount couplers should work fine 
on curves with 9-inch or larger radii .  N 
scale modelers have discovered that the 
body-mounted couplers actually prevent 
some derailments , particularly when 
backing a train. 

Most serious N scale modelers also 
opt to use the more realistic Micro-

Trains knuckle-style couplers . It is 
relatively easy to mount the Micro
Trains couplers on the body . In the case 
of the MDC models, however, the no. 
1 023 coupler pocket is so short that the 
mounting hole must be drilled into the 
gap between the metal underframe and 
the plastic body. The majority of the 
hole finds its way into the softer plastic 
of the body, leaving a weak area sur
rounding the mounting screw. For this 
application, it is best to mount the coup
lers as shown in the photographs and 
check their height with the Micro-Trains 
1 055 gauge to see if the coupler pockets 
must be moved downward with some 
thin plastic shims between the pocket 
and the bottom of the car. Once the 
proper installation is determined, re
move the screw and coat it with thick
ened hobby-type cyanoacrylate cement, 
then re-install the screw and recheck the 
coupler height with the 1055 gauge . 

The purpose of this series is to illus
trate how any and all available N scale 
freight cars can be upgraded to at least 
match the appearance of an Athearn HO 
scale car. In some cases, the stirrup 
steps can be replaced with the accessory 
items sold by Micro-Trains. With these 
MDC cars, however, there is no re
placement step available, so I opted to 
leave the steps as-is. I did, however, 
replace the brake wheel with the Micro
Trains 1088 brake wheel . Finally, the 
model was lightly weathered with dust
on powdered pastel chalks as shown in 
the February 1993 issue of "The Jour
nal." RMJ 

After the upgrading process is complete. You can do it in 
an evening. 
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BODY -MOUNT COUPLERS 

Use an ice pick, an awl or a punch to mark the location 
of the mounting screw for the Micro-Trains 1023 coupler 
pocket. 

Use the self-tapping screw supplied with the Micro
Trains coupler to mount the coupler pocket while you 
check the coupler height. 

"'-" 
........ .,� 

Use a no. 62 drill bit in an electric drill to carefully drill the 
hole. The hole is located right on the joint between the 
plastiC body and the metal floor so "m�st'

.
' of the hole w�1I 

find its way into the plastic. Hold the drill firmly so the drill 
bit doesn't drift into the plastic to drill through the outside 
of the end of the car. 

-0 \  � \  .-

Gently pry off the stock brake wheel and install a Micro
Trains no. 1088 brake wheel. Use thickened hobby-type 
cyanoacrylate cement to install the brake wheel. 

You can improve the appearance of 
the trucks by replacing the wheelsets 
with Micro- Trains no. 1008 low
profile wheelsets .  The truck
mounted couplers must be removed 
to clear the now body-mounted 
couplers. 

Use diagonal cutters to clip the coup
ler pocket from the truck. Make two 
cuts inside the pocket, as shown, so 
you do not shatter the truck itself. 

Make a third cut to remove the last 
traces of the coupler pocket from the 
trucks. 

Mount the trucks with their press-in pins. Check the 
height of the coupler and the metal "hose" with the 
Micro-Trains 1055 gauge. If the coupler is too high, in
stall a piece of .01O-inch-thick Evergreen styrene sheet 
as a shim between the coupler pocket and the bottom of 
the car. 
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After the coupler height has been checked and adjusted 
if necessary, remove the pocket and attach the screw 
with thickened cyanoacrylate cement as described in 
the text. 
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YO U R  TO P T I PS 

To clean locomotive wheels, use a section of rerailer 
track connected temporarily to your power pack. Lay a 
square of single-ply (N scale) or two-ply (HO scale) 
bathroom tissue over a rerailer track section. Soak the 
tissue with track cleaner. Hold the locomotive over the 
track section with only one set of wheels over the paper: 
Apply moderate throttle power so the wheels still in con
tact with the rails will pick up power to spin the wheels, 
including the pair over the tissue. Move the locomotive 
so that each pair of wheels is cleaned by the bathroom 
tissue. Move the tissue each time you move the loco
motive, and replace the tissue when it becomes worn. -
Dick Swartwout 

In HO, Atlas, Stewart and Athearn F units all come with 
the "freight" style pilot. To accurately model those roads 
that used the "passenger" style (such as PRR and 
CB&Q), cut a piece of .01O-inch styrene sheet slightly 
wider than the height of the pilot of your model. The 
piece should be cut long enough to extend from the rear 
corner of the pilot on one side of the model to the rear 
corner on the other side. 

Allow the work to completely dry, then the new pilot can 
be carefully trimmed to the proper contour with a single
edge razor blade or sharp knife. 
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Earn $20.00 
We'll  pay you $20.00 each for any idea we publish. 

Just send us your tip, preferably with a sketch (photos are 
optional) and enough of an explanation that we can photo
graph a recreation of the idea or redraw it. Keep the tips 
simple; a minimum of one step and a maximum of three 
steps must complete the technique . (More than that and 
you should consider a full-blown article. If it's that com
plex, write and ask if we're interested before proceeding. 

The ideas, sketches or photographs will not, ever, be 
returned, and their use, as illustrations or as part of ideas, 
is our option . You may, of course, incorporate them into 
future articles for us or any other magazine. We pay ap
proximately 45 days after publication. Be sure your name 
and address are on each idea, photograph or sketch you 
submit. Mark the envelope "Top Tips" when you submit 
your ideas . We reserve the right to reprint the material ,  in 
any form, without further payment. Please let us know if 
you do not want your city and state mentioned (we never 
provide addresses). Come on, share 'em! 

Using liquid cement for plastiCS, attach the .01O-inch 
piece right over the existing pilot. Insure that the piece 
butts up against the anti-climber; trim to fit around the 
structure over the coupler. Cement should be applied at 
the top as the .01O-inch sheet is wrapped around, then 
cement should be applied along the bottom edge. 

The step on each side at the lower rear corner can be 
modeled with bent brass strip attached with cyanoacry
late cement. This modification can easily be applied to a 
painted model, painting the new pilot to match. - Steve 
Hoxie 
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SC E N IC MO D E L I NG 

CREATE AN 'INSTANf LAKE 
WITH CLEAR CAULKING COMPOUND 

By Bob Montague 

You can add a lake or small stream to your layout with a simple scrap of plywood, 
plaster scenery and paint, plus clear caulking compound to make that painted ply
wood look like real water. 

There are several very good prod
ucts for Simulating water on your lay
�ut. While patching a leak on my sky
light, I found that clear caulk dries 
transparent and either smooth or 
rippled. I'm now an advocate of this 
medium because it's easy to find and 
use, inexpensive, easy to clean and 
looks like water. Shown here is the 
base board with outline of area to be 
"water. " The inner circle will be the 
"deep" part. The next ring is a shal
low depth, and the outer ring is next 
to the shore. 
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When dry and transparent (it starts 
out white and opaque) in a day or so, 
depending on thickness, white caps, 
waves and turbulence can be dry
brushed on high spots with titanium 
white acrylic artists paint, obtainable 
from art supply stores by the tube. 
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Colors should be blended from dark 
in the center to light at the shore, un
less it is to be a river, in which case 
the middle gets lighter toward each 
bank. Center is black to dark blue, 
next ring medium blue to light blue, 
and outer ring tan to layout ground 
color. If there is a beach, tan blends 
with sand. If a shallow rocky shore, 
small rocks can actually be placed 
(and seen) in and at  the water's 
edge. Apply caulk generously over 
the area, and smooth with the bottom 
of a spoon like icing on a cake, dip
ping the spoon occasionally in min
erai spirits (turpentine, paint thinner, 
etc.) to aid in spreading. Surface 
may be made calm or choppy. As the 
caulk sets up ( 1 0  minutes to an 
hour), the surface can be teased to 
create more waves or surf. 
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K IT CO NVERS IO N 

CANADIAN 40-FOOT BOX CARS 
From C&BT Shops and McKean Models kits, Part III 

By Stafford Swain 
The Canndian Railway Model Parts Guild parts, shown in part II in  the May 1993 
issue, were used to upgrade this McKean Models box car into a precise replica of 
one of a specific series of Canadian National box cars. Part I of this series ap
peared in the December 1992 issue. 

CN 536405, was a 10-foot 6-inch in
side height car from "Series 38" built 
by National Steel Car in March 1954. 
This series was delivered with the 
then-new NSC-3 type ends, diagonal 
panel roof, and then-new, 6-foot 
Youngstown 5/6/5S doors with the 
later Camel door fixtures. This car 
has been repainted in CN's post-
1960 scheme ('Type 7"), used from 
1961 to date. The photo was taken 
by Stafford Swain on June 23, 1986 
in the "F" yard area of CN's Fort 
Rouge (Winnipeg) yards. 

A right side view of CN 537338, 
which is a 10-foot 6-inch inside 
height car from "Series 38" built by 
National Steel Car in April 1954. This 
series was delivered with CN paint 
scheme "3" (diagonal "Serves All 
Canada " green maple leaf mono
gram), then-new NSC-3 type ends, 
diagonal panel roof, Ajax brake gear, 
and then new, 6-foot Youngstown 
5/6/5S doors with the later Camel 
door fixtures. 
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CN 537338 is modeled using a Mc
Kean of Indiana - Sky Lim (former 
Front Range Models) kit No. 4080 
(6-foot door, 10 riveted side panels 
with diagonal panel roof). The NSC-3 
end is a CRMPG 2054E end casting. 
The Youngstown 5/6/5S door is a 
preliminary (blank without hardware) 
version of CRMPG part 78540 
(which, as finalized, now has a low 
tackboard and complete door hard
ware). Other added details include 
Detail Associates brake step plat
form, modified ladders, grabirons, 
Overland roofwalk and Precision 
Scale's Ajax brake wheel. 
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D I ES E L  MO DE L I NG 

ATHEARN/RAIL  POWER PRODUas 
G.E. 823-7 as Santa Fe 7431 

Model by Dana Stark 
prototype photos from the col lection of Louis A. Marre 

Model  photos by Robert Sch leicher 

Rail Power provides the body and chas
sis to fit Athearn U288 trucks and drive 
components. Detail Associates and De
tails West make the parts to duplicate 
the specific Santa Fe details. This, then, 
is a " kit" made up, by the builder, from 
several firms' parts and pieces. 

BILL OF MATERIALS 
Athearn 
3400 undecorated U28B 
(for chassis, trucks and handrail stan
chions) 
Detail Associates 
1002 Headlight 
1301 Cab sunshade 
1508 MU hoses 
1 803 Antenna 
2202 Grabirons 
2204 Coupler lift bar 
Details West 
126 Rotary beacon 
155 Snow plow 
158 Air conditioner 
Kadee 
28 Couplers 
Rail Power Products 
B23-7 unpainted body kit 
Smokey Valley 
112 Truck sideframes 
Paint 
Scalecoat 43 Erie Lackawanna Yellow 
Scalecoat 24 Santa Fe Blue 
Decals 
Microscale 87-29 
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LAYO UT TO U R  

PAUL FULKS' 
THURMOND, WEST VIRGINIA 

in N scale 
By Pau l  Fulks 

Photos by Robert Sch leicher 

TH U RMON D, in six parts: 
Part I :  The track plan,  bu i ld i ng locator and aeri a l  photos appeared in the February 1990 i ssue. 
Part I I :  Scale plans for the main street bu i ld i ngs and other smal l  outbu i ld i ngs appeared in the March 1990 i ssue. 
Part I I I :  Scale plans for the SOO-ton coa l i ng tower (that can be converted from the new H O  scale Tichy kit) appeared 

i n  the April 1990 i ssue. 
Part IV: Scale plans for the two-story station and office bu i ld i ng appeared in the J u ne 1990 issue. 
Part V: Scale plans for the wooden three-sta l l  engi nehouse appeared in the August 1990 issue. 
Part VI: Scale plans for the smal ler ra i l road outbu i ld i ngs appeared in the October 1990 i ssue. 

Looking west over Thurmond's de
pot, with the coaling tower in the 
background. 
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Looking north from the cliffs above 
the New River at the bridge over the 
river and Thurmond. 
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All of these railroad structures are re
plicas of Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad 
prototypes. The models were built from 
the HAER plans that were reprinted in 
"The Journal" using techniques like 
those shown to build the HO scale post 
office and commissary building in the 
March 1992 issue. The 2 x 8 foot mod
ule is designed to interface with stan
dard NTRAK modules at its extreme 
ends although Paul generally operates 
with his own set of modules and those of 

friend Bob Vensel. An article, track 
plan and photographs of Gary Bur
dette's HO scale model of Thurmond 
appeared in the April 1992 issue of 
"The Journal. "  
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O
ne of the fringe benefits of 
being a model railroader is 
the fact that this hobby has 
so many facets to explore 

that one lifetime seems hardly enough to 
"soak" it all in and experience the 
rewards of the journey . For me, the 
historical background of railroading is a 
fascinating subject that influences me 
greatly when I am dping a new module 
or segment of my home layout. Just to 
build a scene without any particular 
knowledge of the area seems rather void 
of substance and does not hold my atten
tion for any length of time. 

My most recent episode in modeling 
has been the development and construc-

tion of the town of Thurmond, West 
Virginia, located deep in the heart of the 
New River Gorge in south central West 
Virginia .  The accompanying photo
graphs show the finished N scale prod
uct, but the main thrust of this article is 
to bring the town to life from a historical 
point of view prior to the town's  exis
tence, through its heyday and demise 
and finally to its revival for future gen
erations to enjoy. 

The Chesapeake & Ohio's 
New River Route 

Prior to the Civil War, ideas were 
being explored as to how to open the 
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THURMOND 
West from the Atlantic Ocean to Ohio 
River in order to allow the transporting 
of goods on to the Mississippi and south 
to the Gulf of Mexico via New Orleans. 
Even as far back as George Washing
ton's time, the New River Gorge of 
West Virginia was being considered as a 
possible navigable route to the Ohio 
River, but due to its overwhelming 
ruggedness, the idea of a canal and 
turnpike were discarded as too risky. 
However, at the close of the Civil War, 
Collis P. Huntington chose to use this 
same route to carve out the original 
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad adjacent 
to the same New River explored earlier 
by George Washington. 

In 1 87 1 ,  Huntington founded the 
town of Huntington, West Virginia, on 
the banks of the Ohio River about eight 
miles northeast of Virginia Point, the 
westernmost spot in West Virginia at the 
confluence of the Big Sandy and Ohio 
Rivers. Huntington liked the way the 
land laid in this area, especially the 
naturally graded area of the fluvial 
plain, which was ideally suited for his 
railroad terminus and yard facilities. 
Though prone to flooding at times, the 
city of Huntington developed and has 
been an integral part of West Virginia's 
history ever since. 

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad 
was completed to the Ohio River in 
1 873 , with the final spike driven at a 
spot near Hawks Nests in the New River 

Looking east from ground level at the full-size Thurmond station in 1981 .  The 
Chesapeake & Ohio still uses that double-track mainline and modern signal 
gantry. 

Downtown Thurmond as it appeared in 1981.  Plans for these structures ap
peared in the March 1990 issue of "The Journal . ., 
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Gorge. Eighteen miles east that same 
year in the gorge , William Dabney 
Thurmond incorporated the town of 
Thurmond, West Virginia, on the north 
side of the New River at a point adjacent 
to three major locations of the earliest 
coal mined in West Virginia. Those 
areas were Dunloup Creek, just across 
the river from Thurmond; Arbuckle 
Creek, just to the west of Thurmond and 
on the south side of the river; and the 
Quinnemont area, which was upstream 
a few miles at the spot where the first 
coal was mined in West Virginia by Joe 
Buery and John Cooper. 

Mr. Thurmond was well aware of this 
region when he acquired the land from a 
landowner who needed his surveying 
expertise. Immediately after the Civil 
War and without funds to pay, John 
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Bowyer donated 73 acres of what he 
thought to be useless terrain for Thur
mond's services . Along with his two 
sons , William Dabney Thurmond, a 
southern raider during the war, de
veloped Thurmond into a town whose 
main business was the marshaling of 
coal cars for shipping both east and west 
and to provide the Chesapeake & Ohio 
Railroad with real estate to establish its 
repair facilities. 

The bridge to the south side of the 
New River was built in 1 889, which 
allowed the mining of coal with a direct 
route to markets in Newport News , 
Virginia, and the steel mills of the Mid
west via the Ohio River at Huntington, 
West Virginia. 

Coal towns or camps, as they were 
some times called, were springing up 
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throughout all of southern West Virginia 
as word of superior burning coal in this 
region was heard all over the Northeast. 
The rush to build new mines with the 
cheap labor from the migration of east
ern Europeans and the black labor force 
freed from slavery at the end of the Civil 
War likened itself to the '49 gold rush in 
California with its fortunes made and 
lost in very brief timeframes . 

The same John Cooper who along 
with Joe Buery mined the first coal near 
Thurmond, at Quinnemont, ventured off 
to the southernmost reaches of West 
Virginia near Bluefield . There the Po
cahontas coal seam had been discovered 
and was being considered for mining by 
Frederick 1. Kimball ,  who was pushing 
his Norfolk & Western Railroad north
west to the Ohio River at Kenova ,  

The Thurmond enginehouse and 
coaling tower were built from styrene 
sheet and strip using the prototype 
plans that appeared in the August 
and April 1990 issues of "The Jour
na/' '' 

where the newly found 1 3-foot seam of 
"black diamonds" could be marketed to 
the steel mills of northern Ohio, Mich
igan, Indiana and Illinois . Cooper ironi
cally was again the first man to mine 
coal from this seam, which was many 
miles from Quinnemont and along the 
path of another new railroad pushing 
westward to the Ohio to feed the indus
trial revolution that followed the Civil 
War. 
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THURMOND 
Development of 
Thurmond, West Virginia 

The Thurmond most visitors see 
today is the beautiful Victorian depot 
which at times saw as many as 200 
passengers a day, the two-stall engine
house, the remaining storefronts along 
"main street, " the coaling dock at the 
west end of the town and the little green
roofed post office which is now the 
information center of the town. 

Built in 1 904, the Victorian-style 
depot was the social and economic hub 
of Thurmond during the high tide of this 
community , which encompassed the 
years 1 900 to 1930. At the tum of the 
century , the only way one could travel 
in this area was by rai l ,  thus all persons 
and goods entering this area of the New 
River Gorge came by the way of this 
station and the freight house (which was 
built at the rear of the station and diag
onal to the mainline tracks). 

The coal mining industry brought 
many monied people to town for brief 
periods, and these folks were lodged in 
the famous Dunglen Hotel which was an 
elegant l 00-room structure built by Tom 
McKell and named for his wife's people 
of Dun & Bradstreet fame. It was not 
only lavish in its outward facade, but 
fme food and entertainment awaited the 
visitor, and a game of chance could be 
found upon request. (In fact the longest 
poker game known to man was to have 
been played here . . .  for 1 4  years . )  As 
wide open as the Dunglen Hotel was 
known to be, the town of Thurmond, 
governed by the Southern Baptist phi
losophy of its founder, was the complete 
opposite and remained so until his in
fluence diminished after his death in 
1 9 10.  

The old wooden hotel burned down, 
but the depot still stands today, and 
though in disrepair, it is scheduled to be 
refurbished for use as a visitors center as 
the entire town becomes a tourist attrac
tion under the auspices of the National 
Park Service . 

The "Roundhouse" 
Even though the two-stall engine

house was referred to by local citizens 
as the "round house , "  nothing could be 
further from the truth, as it is actually a 
double-tracked engine facility that could 
be entered from either end of the build
ing. At one time, a l OO-foot turntable 
was located just east of the facility, but 
no remains can be seen today . Across 
the mainline, another turntable existed 
which was just west of the post office, 
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Thurmond in N scale, as recreated by Paul Fulks. 

and one can speculate from the terrain 
its approximate location. 

After the Ten-wheelers and early 
Mikados , Chesapeake & Ohio steam 
locomotives were serviced at Hinton, 
which is east of Thurmond , and at 
Handley, which lies on the banks of the 
Kanawha River just west of Montgom
ery, West Virginia. Now, those two 
facilities have been demolished as the 
diesel era continues to streamline the 
servicing facilities of all railroads . 

From a modeling perspective, noth
ing is particularly unusual about this 
structure, but while gathering data for 
the model,  I did take pictures of the 
paint flaking on its weatherbeaten 
boards. These pictures enabled me to 
closely match the colors to my model 
for realism. 

Main Street Thurmond 
Main Street Thurmond is really a 

misnomer, as the storefronts are sep
arated from the mainline tracks by only 
a minimal cinder path , and oldtirners in 
the area will tell you that the Thurmond 
Hotel had an extended second story 
veranda located so near the tracks that 

heat, smoke and cinders from passing 
locomotives rained on unsuspecting 
bystanders. 

Today, only three remaining store
fronts remain, and two of those have no 
roofs, and the sky can be seen by peer
ing through smoke-covered glass panes 
adjacent to the tracks. This was not 
always the case in Thurmond, as in its 
heyday , drugstore s ,  dry goods em
poriums, restaurants, banks, doctors' 
offices and lodging were available up 
and down " main street. " 

A very short distance west of the 
Bank of Thurmond, the Armour Meat 
Packing Company of Chicago had a 
packing house which provided meats for 
all the people living up and down the 
New River as well as its tributaries. All 
these meats were delivered initially by 
rail ,  as the first road into the gorge was 
not built until 1 9 1 7 ,  and it only ran a 
few miles up Dunloup Creek to Glen 
Jean, a town developed by the afore
mentioned Tom McKell. 

Thurmond, which had a maximum 
population of approximately 500, was a 
real beehive of activity on weekends, as 
miners and their families would come to 
town to relax and spend their hard-
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Paul built the water towers, commissary and coal shed 
from the sketches in the October 1990 issue of "The 
Journal. " Step-by-step techniques for recreating the 
commissary/post office (right) in styrene appeared in 
the March 1992 issue. 

.. T: 
Paul Fulks and Bob Vessel created this NTRAK layout 
with their own sets of modules. Thurmond occupies 
only 8 feet of one end. 

Thurmond as it was in 1975. This Howard Neal photo ap
peared in the February 1990 issue of 'The Journal. " 

earned money . It should be noted that 
not one lump of coal or a splinter of 
wood was ever timbered in Thurmond, 
as the town was only the service hub for 
the railroad and a purveyor of goods and 
services to the people of Thurmond and 
the surrounding area. 

The Coaling Tower 
When the New River (tourist) Train 

enters Thurmond from the west each 
October, bringing thousands of railroad 
buffs to the heart of West Virginia, the 
first thing they see is the massive coal
ing tower which sets on the outskirts of 
town. 

Built in 192 1  by Fairbanks-Mqrse of 
Chicago, this concrete behemoth had 
eight coal chutes , four located on

' 
either 

side of the structure so mainline through 
locomotives could be serviced, as well 
as the locomotives just leaving the re
pair shops which sat on the righthand 
side as you look east. 

Lump coal was delivered to the dock 
via a through track that ran underneath 
the structure, hopper cars dumping the 
coal into a basin where it was lifted to 
the upper storage areas by the use of a 
chain basket conveyor system. 

How much coal was delivered from 
the structure's chutes is anyone's  guess, 
but some of railroad 's  largest steam 
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locomotives were fueled at this facility 
on the C&O mainline.  Alleghenie s ,  
Mountains and Kanawhas (Berkshires) 
were three of the larger steam giants to 
be attended to at this site. 

Today, this silent structure stands as 
only a suggested memory of the past and 
provides an elaborate home for the 
pigeons which roost in the catacombs of 
its mass. 

The Post Office 
The l ast remaining breath that is 

Thurmond today is the little post office 
which sits adjacent to the tracks on the 
north and just east of the steel water 
tanks. 

Early in the history of the town, this 
structure was known as the commissary 
or general store for the railroad workers . 
If one peers through the locked doors (it 
is very seldom open) you will see the 
old style post office boxes and a very 
small office area. 

On occasion, I have witnessed the 
postmaster and a very few local citizens 
exchanging pleasantries on a warm Sat
urday morning , when all is silent in 
Thurmond except the crickets and an 
occasional bark from a stray dog. This 
scene is rather common today, as Thur
mond is in its lowest ebb of prosperity.  
Gone is the hustle and bustle of people 

making a living, enjoying the simplicity 
of a bygone era in an isolated but yet 

I hospitable environment totally railroad 
in origin, where the clang of side rods 
and the blast of a steam whistle were the 
norm. But a revival is 

'
just around tJ1e 

comer. 

New River National Park 
Just when the outlook for Thurmond 

appeared the most dismal , word has 
come that the National Park Service, 
which is very prevalent in Fayette 
County, where the New River Overlook 
is located along with the massive steel 
arch bridge, has been awarded over $43 
million to refurbish the community of 
Thurmond in conjunction with nature 
trails, fishing and rafting. Already the 
new park service center has been com
pleted at Glen Jean, as has the renova
tion of the Glen Jean National Bank . 

What is it that makes Thurmond so 
magnetic to those who know about it 
and want to share the news? Is it the his
tory, the rugged individualistic nature of 
its people, or the solitude of the area that 
pulls one to the area? You just wait; if 
you ever come to our " mecca, " you 
will know what we mean when we say 
Thurmond, West Virginia, is the very 
essence of American railroad history . 

RMJ 
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C REAT E YO U R  OW N K IT 

MODELING CEMENT DEALERS 
By Dan Holbrook 

Plans by David Pri nce, Surel ine Graph ics 

The cement trans loading operations and 
plants are real railroad industries you 
can duplicate on your model railroad. 
Here's how two retail cement dealers 
are supplied by the railroad, with plans 
and possible kit sources for your layout. 
Plans for the Portland cement manu
facturing plant appeared in the May 
1 992 and May 1 993 issues of "The 
Journal. " Photos of the A rundell
Brooks retail cement plant near Bal
timore, Maryland appeared in the No
vember 1992 issue .  

H
ydraulic cement, commonly 
called simply "cement," is a 
combination of aluminates of 
lime and silicates. The most 

common use is for concrete, a mixture 
of cement, sand, water and gravel or 
crushed stone. Concrete is used mostly 
for highway construction, sidewalks, 
poured foundations, bridges and entire 
buildings. 

The most common cement is Portland 
cemen t .  Portland cement consists 
mainly of hydraulic l ime and is  so 
named because it resembles a natural 
limestone found on the Isle of Portland 
in England. 

Cement is manufactured by crushing 
l imestone or limestone-type material 
and further grinding it into a powdered 
form in combination with water. This 
mixture is then heated in a shaft or verti
cal kiln, and the resulting dry powder is 
bagged or shipped in bulk. This is a very 
simple explanation of the cement manu
factured process. The complete process 
will be covered at a later date. 

Cement transloading facilities came 
into being during the late '60s and early 
'70s . Many smaller ready-mix plants 
were discontinuing the use of railroad
delivered cement .  The cost of pur
chasing individual carloads of cement, 
sand and gravel continued to increase to 
the point that it was no longer cost-
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effective to receive single carload ship
ments . 

A number of Portland cement manu
facturers began to develop centralized 
transloading facilities at which central 
location receives cement via rail in  
multiple car shipments and unloads the 
cement into a small silo. A truck loading 
facility is located adjacent to the silo. 
These trucks deliver the cement to 
ready-mix plants and construction sites. 
Instead of each location receiving ce
ment by rai l ,  only one location was 
needed for receiving cement, and each 
plant ordering cement could order the 
amount needed, large or small. Two 
plants are presented in this article: Dun
dee Cement at Green Bay, Wisconsin, 
and Lehigh Cement at Plainfield, Il
l inois .  Both plants are basically the 
same with slight differences . 

12lehigh Cement, Plainfield, illinois 

Lehigh Cement's transloading facility 
is located laong the Elgin, Joliet & East
ern Railroad at Plainfield , Ill inois.  
Plainfield is located about 35 miles 
southwest of Chicago, making it central 
to most ready-mix and batch plant facili
ties in the Chicago metro area. Note in 
the track diagram that this is a run
through facility. Cars are set out on one 
end, pulled through the dumping build
ing by a car-puller, and the empties 
placed on the other side. 

Lehigh Cement receives cement from 
the large Lehigh Cement plant at Mit
chel, Indiana. This plant is located on 
the CSXT. Originally, this plant was 
served both by the Monon and the 
B&O. Prior to the CSXT mergers, most 
cars seen at the Plainfield transload 
facility were Monon cars, ususually cars 
in the 50000 and 52000 series. After the 
merger of the Monon into the L&N, 
later Seaboard System, and then CSXT, 
other types of cars were noted . Even as 
late as 198 8 ,  Monon cars were still 
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Below: The north side of Dundee 
Cement, with the slim, two-story of
fice building on the left. 
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A through siding serves the Lehigh Cement plant from the EJ&E mainline. 

Lehigh Cement utilizes much larger silos than the Dundee plant, and they 
have concrete rather than steel supports. 
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CEMENT DEALERS 
predominant at the Plainfield plant , 
however. 

Dundee Cement, 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 

Located on Green Bay's northwest 
side is this Dundee Cement trans load 
operation. Served by the Green Bay & 
Western, this location receives cement 
for Green Bay and the Fox River Valley 
of Wisconsin.  The track arrangement at 
this plant is two tracks. Cars are set out 
on one track and pulled by the unloading 
shed by a trackmobile onto the stub 
track. Cars are then placed in the un
loading shed . When unloading is com
plete, the trackmobile shoves the cars 
our of the building onto the track adja
cent to the loads. 

On various visits to Green Bay , I 
have noted a variety of C&NW and 
predecessor roads covered hoppers at 
this facility. During my 1 99 1  visit, most 
of the cars were either 2,6oo-cubic-foot
capacity Pul lman-Standard cars or 
2,970-cubic-foot-capacity ACF cars . I 
am not aware from which Dundee Ce
ment manufacturing plant the cement 
comes . Prior to my 1 991  visit, I had 
seen early 70-ton C&NW, CGW and 
M&StL covered hoppers at this plant. 

General Information 
Once unloaded, the cement is stored in 
storage silos. Purchase orders are re
ceived from many different industries 
including batch plants for roadway 
construction, ready-mix plants for gen
eral use and building construction sites. 
Different amounts of cement are needed 
at each location, thus the cost savings is 
twofold . One, each location does not 
have to be rail served, and two, ordering 
from a central location allows each 
industry to order as much or as little 
cement as needed. 

Both facilities have truck loading 
sheds located on a road that loops into 
one side of shed and out the other, using 
a common entrance/exit theme. This 
keeps truck loading orderly and flowing 
in a constant direction . 

Cement Transloading Facilities 
Covered hoppers for cement service 

are available from a number of model 
manufacture r s .  MDC produces a 
Pullman-Standard 70-ton covered hop
per (undec . no.  1 430) . Easten Car 
Works makes a ACF 70-ton covered 
hopper (un dec No. 2000) . The ACF 
lOO-ton 2,970-cubic foot center flow car 
is available from McKean Models (ex
Front Range) . The PS-style 1 00-ton 
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The HO scale Kibri 9950 cement plant is the 
largest plastic kit, but it is not as large as it looks 
in this drawing; the locomotive in the photo would 
be closer to N scale. Any of these three kits could 
be used for either N or HO scale. This, however, 
is only one of the three that could serve as a 
"stand in" for the prototype transloading facilities. 

KITS FOR MODELING RETAIL CEMENT DEALERS 
.: ... !. .. . 

, 

The HO scale Heljan 1 715 Palumbo Cement Works has a single silo over the 
truck-loading bay (apparently for sand) with three cement storage silos. 

,,: . 
IHC produces this injection-molded kit to build an HO scale cement plant. 
This, like the Heljan 1 715, appears to be plant where cement, sand and water 
are poured into waiting trucks - a concrete batch plant or ready-mix plant. 
The prototype structures in this issue are transloading plants to load dry ce
ment into trucks. 
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Dundee Cement with C&NW hoppers awaiting unloading. 

Looking north at Dundee Cement. The covered hopper 
unloading shed is to the left, with the truck loading area 
directly underneath the silo and the office to the right. 

Lehigh Cement is located just off the EJ&E mainline 
near Plainfield, Illinois. 

There are no plans for the Lehigh Cement plant, but it serves the same purpose as Dundee Cement, transloading raw 
cement from railroad cars to trucks. 
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CEMENT DEALERS 
2,600-cubic-foot capacity car is avail
able from Walthers (see the June 1 993 
issue of "The Journal") 

Modeling the buildings could be done 
a number of ways. The concrete block 
buildings could be modeled form Pike
stuff concrete block sheets (no. 1004, 
1 005 and 1(06) . Various windows and 
doors are also available from Pikestuff. 
You might also try using the firm's no. 
5003 tire shack for kitbashing. The silos 
and other building pieces are available 
from Faller (no. 950 cement works) 
Kibri (no. 9950) and IHe. Also, check 
into various silos available in the fol
lowing kits: Heljan (Con-Cor) no. 1 720 
Hillsborough Gravel Co. and no. 1 7 1 5  
Palumbo Cement Works . 

Transloading facilities are normally 
located near large urban areas and 
occupy very little layout space. Unlike a 
large cement plant, a transloading fa
cility is small and a great place to send 
all those covered hoppers . RMJ 

Full size for N Scale 
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FRE IG HT CA R MO D E L I NG 

THE LINDE 40-FOOT BOX/TANK CARS 
By John J. Ryczkowski 

LAPX 2032 at the Linde plant in Salt Lake City, Utah, with the doors open for unloading. The interior 9,500-gallon 
tank-within-a-tank can be seen. - Dan Holbrook photo 

They look like box cars but, like the milk 
cars of the thirties. they are really tank 
cars. These Linde cars have tanks per
manently installed inside box cars - the 
exterior shell is merely a transporting 
device. Here is how you can duplicate 
both the cars and their operations on 
your layout. There is an article on using 

the McKean Models HO scale (or Con 
Cor N scale) models as the basis for a 
simple kit conversion into Linde tank 
cars on page 12 of this issue. 

O
ne of the more unusual pieces 
of rolling stock built for ser
vice on North American rail
roads was the box/tank car 

designed exclusively for the transporta
tion of cryogenic gases. A cryogenic gas 
is one that exists in the liquid state at 
temperatures far below normal atmo
spheric temperatures ( - 1 30 to - 423 
degrees F) , slightly above its boiling 
point and at low to moderate container 
pressures. Unlike a liquefied gas (LPG) , 
a cryogenic gas cannot be retained in
definitely inside a container. Atmo
spheric heat , although slowed by in-
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sulation, will still enter the container, 
raising the container's  pressure. The 
resulting pressure would greatly exceed 
any practical container strength . In
sulation and construction used to hold 
the temperature of the cryogenic gases 
constant are designed to protect the 
commodity only for 30 days . This 
makes shipment of these gases time 
sensitive. 

Linde is the industrial gas division 
of Union Carbide Company .  Linde 
shipped oxygen (normal boiling point 
[NBP] - 297 degrees F) , nitrogen 
(NBP - 320 degrees F) and recently 
argon (NBP - 302 degrees F) as re
frigerated liquids (cryogenic) in the 
distinctive box/tank cars . 

The first I I  cars built by General 
American Transportation Corporation 
(GATC) in 1 940 for Linde were 40-foot 
AAR-type all-steel box cars with a 
6,650-gallon tank and an inside height 
of 9 feet 6 inches . They were numbered 
in series LAPX 1 0  I - I l l  . 

GATC built the cars to Linde's speci
fications and leased the cars to Linde. 
The inside insulated tank was owned 
and maintained by Linde . 

In 1 945 , 283 box tank cars were put 

into service as series 1 0 1 -383 with 
larger 9,500-gallon tanks. The smaller 
capacity cars were renumbered into the 
1 00 1 - 1 020 series. Shippers Car Line, 
the leasing division of ACF (American 
Car & Foundry) added 30 cars to the 
Linde fleet in 1945-46 as series SERX 
900-929. In the following years, the 
smaller capacity cars were removed 
from service and larger capacity cars 
from both builders were added to the 
Linde fleet. I have followed the Linde 
fleet through the Official R ailway 
Equipment Register, and the accom
panying roster lists the data I have col
lected. 

The box cars built specifically for this 
service were of heavier side sill con
struction and with higher capacity rat
ings than standard box cars of the era -
70-ton cars compared to 50-55-ton cars. 
By looking at the photos of the Linde 
box/tank cars , several styles of car de
sign can be seen . ACF and GATX used 
a smorgasbord of ends, side panels, 
roofs and door styles. 

Details specific to the Linde cars 
included an end door that allowed ac
cess to a rupture disc pressure relief 
safety vent. Its purpose was to release 
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Roof view of LAPX 2014. Note roof 
center line hatches, roof vent and 
that the roofwalk has been removed 
and the ladders shortened. - Dan 
Holbrook photo 

Car SERX 1031 is in the same series 
(but repainted) as car 1043 in the 
black and white photo. Both cars are 
in the same series as SERX 1044, 
the car with the steel plate end, so it 
would appear that only some of the 
cars were fitted with plate ends. -
Raymond Kucaba photo, November 
19, 1975, Dan Holbrook collection 
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This is the paint scheme used with 
the Champ decals. These cars were 
originally painted in the dark green 
scheme with white diamond logos 
like the black and white photo of car 
LAPX 3 1 5. - Raymond Kucaba 
photo, November 1 9, 1975, Dan 
Holbrook collection 
HO Scale Decals: Champ HB- 144 
or Micro Scale 87-54. 
N Scale Decals: Micro Scale 60-54. 
o Scale Decals: Champ OB144. 
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40-FOOT LINDE BOX 
an over-pressurization caused by atmo
spheric heating of the contents, thus 
preventing tank rupture. There was a 
small roof vent, several access plates 
along the roof line, and two side access 
plates on each side of the car. Inside the 
car was a vacuum-insulated " tank
within-a-tank" with a capacity of 9,500 
gallons of l iquefied gas. The roof 
hatches allowed access to the vacuum 
valving. During loading, the vacuum 
was drawn down to maintain the tem
perature of the product .  The roof vent 
was connected to a spring-operated 
safety relief valve and was set at 25 psi . 
Cryogenic tank cars will vent through 
these valves as the product warms from 
outside heating. This is natural, and the 
release of product will auto-refrigerate 
the product back down to a lower tem
perature and i nternal pressure .  The 
unloading/loading valving was located 
just inside the sliding doors . In all other 
respects, the outside of the cars was that 
of. standard full-length side sill 40-foot 
box cars . 

HO & N Scale Paint & Decals 
The fIrst paint scheme used on the 

Linde cars was several shades of box car 
red/brown with white lettering . Champ 
Decals has an HO scale set HB l 44A in 
this style, but in yellow lettering . The 
green and white " Linde I ndustrial 
Gases" paint schemes were used start
ing in the late Fifties and early Sixties. 
Microscale's  HO scale 87-54 (N scale 
60-54) set has this early SERX scheme 
used in 1 960. A two-tone white-over
green scheme subsequently came into 
use. Microscale's  HO scale set 87-3 1 8  
has four different cars in this scheme 
used by both ACF and GA TX cars in 
reporting marks LAPX , LTCX and 
SERX . LTCX marks were on Union 
Carbide cars . A solid green scheme with 
white lettering was used on Linde cars 
with SERX and LAPX reporting marks. 
No decals are available for this scheme. 
The cars ended their service life in an 
all-white with green lettering scheme 
that I have made into an HO scale decal 
set. 

These cars were built using the pre
vailing technology and design standards 
of the day . As the market changed, the 
9 ,500-gallon capacity of the box/tank 
cars became less and less economical .  
B y  1 989, only 3 2  were still i n  service, 
replaced with larger capacity , more 
thermally efficient tank cars . The older 
cars were stored out of service at East 
Chicago, Indiana, and by early 1 992, all 
had been scrapped. The era of the box/ 
tank car has ended.  RMJ 
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SERX 509, from series 500-510, shown here in 1958 in the original Linde 
Tank Car paint scheme. - W. C. Whittaker photo, circa May 1958 

SERX 901, a 70-ton, box/tank car built in 1945 by ACF with 10-panel rivetes 
sides, panel roof, 6-foot door and 4/5 Dreadnaught ends. This is the early 
paint scheme, matched to color code F15 by HawkinslWiderlLong. Lettering 
is white. StenCilling by door top states "Vapor results from fT)oisture in air due 
to cold contents of car. It is not smoke. " - ACF photo from Ed Hawkins 

SERX 985, leased to Linde through ACF's Shippers Car Line, was built in 
1947 as part of series 930-993. This car has interim improved Dreadnaught 
ends, welded 12-panel sides, 6-foot door, rigid panel type roof, Apex running 
board and an Equipco brake wheel. Painted box car brown (F15) with white 
lettering. - ACF photo from Ed Hawkins 
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This interior view of ACF-built series 
900-914 was photographed prior to 
instal/ation of the tank. The roof 
hatches and end doors are shown. 
- ACF photo from Ed Hawkins 

SERX 915 in series 915-929 is a 
copy of the series built one year be
fore. The only change is the car's 
color, Sherwin Williams freight car 
red (F21) with the lettering in white. 
- ACF photo from Ed Hawkins 

Shippers Car Line SERX 1043 was 
the last car of the series 994- 1043 
box/tank cars ACF built for Linde. 
This group of cars had 6-foot seven
panel doors, diagonal panel roofs 
and improved Dreadnaught ends. 
Painted with Sherwin Williams box 
car brown (color match F15). ACF 
records show that the roofs of al/ the 
series were painted black. 
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Roster of BoxlT ank Cars Class Xl, for Cryogenic Liquids 
From Official Railway Equipment Registers of the years indicated 

LAPX 1 0 1 -1 1 1  

LAPX 1 0 1 -383 
LAPX 1 001-1 020 
SERX 900-91 4 

SERX 91 5-929 

SERX 500-51 0  

SERX 930-993 

SERX 994-1 043 

LAPX 1 01 -499 
SERX 500-1 043 

LAPX 1 0 1 -2099 
AROX 1 00-1 99 
SERX 500-1 043 

SERX 1 044-1 050 

AROX 1 00-1 99 
GAOX 1 000-1 099 
LAPX 1 0 1 -599 
LAPX 200 1 -2 1 99 
LAPX 300 1 -31 99 
SERX 500-1 050 
L TCX 4001 -4009 
L TCX 5001 -5009 

AROX 1 00-1 99 
GAOX 1 000-1 099 
LAPX 200 1 -2 1 99 
LAPX 300 1 -3 1 99 
SERX 500-1 050 
LTCX 4001-40 1 3  
LTCX 5001 -5009 

AROX 1 00-1 99 
GAOX 1 000-1 099 
CGBX 601 -6 1 4  

CGBX 61 5-652 

LAPX 200 1 -2 1 99 
LAPX 3001 -3040 
SERX 5 1 3-51 5  
SERX 91 7-1 038 
SERX 1 040-1 053 

GAOX 1 000-1 099 
LAPX 200 1 -2 1 99 
LAPX 3001 -3040 
SERX 91 7-1 038 
SERX 1 04 1 - 1 043 
SERX 1 044-1 052 

GAOX 1 000-1 099 
GATX 
LAPX 200 1 -2 1 99 
LAPX 3001 -3040 
LAPX 3041 

LAPX 3001 -3040 

1 940 
Bit by GATX, Linde Air Products 
6,650 gals., 40 ft.,  IH 9 ' -6" 

1 945 
Bit by GA TX, Linde Air Products 
Bit by GATX, Linde Air Products 
Bit by ACF, Linde Air Products 

1 946 
Bit by ACF, Linde Air Products 

1 947 
Linde Air Products 
6,650 gals., 40 ft., IH 9'-6" 
Bit by ACF, Linde Air Products 

1 949 
Bit by ACF, Linde Air Products 

1 950 
GATX, Linde 
ACF, Shippers Car Line 

1 955 
GATX, Linde 
Bit by ACF, Air Reduction Inc. 
ACF, Shoppers Car Line 

1 960 
Bit by ACF, Linde Air Products 

1 965 
Bit by ACF, Air Reduction Inc. 
Bit by GATX, National Cylinder Gas 
GATX, Linde 
GATX, Linde 
GATX, Linde 
ACF, Linde 
Bit by ACF, Union Carbide 
Bit by ACF, Union Carbide 

1 971 
GATX, Air Reduction Inc. 
GATX, National Cylinder Gas 
GATX, Linde 
GATX, Linde 
ACF, Linde 
ACF, Union Carbide 
ACF, Union Carbide 

1 980 
GATX, Air Reduction Inc. 
GATX, National Cylinder Gas 
Canadian General Transit 
ex Linde cars, IH 9-6 
Canadian General Transit 
ex Linde cars, IH 1 0-5 
GATX, Linde 
GATX, Linde 
ACF, Linde 
ACF, Linde 
ACF, Linde 

1 985 
GATX 
GATX, Linde 
GATX, Linde 
ACF, Shippers, Linde 
ACF, Shippers, Linde 
ACF, Shippers, Linde 

1 989 

GATX, Linde 
GATX, Linde 
GATX. Linde 

1 992 
GATX, Linde 

1 1  cars 

283 cars 
1 9  cars 
1 4  cars 

1 5  cars 

1 0  cars 

63 cars 

50 cars 

283 cars 
1 60 cars 

338 cars 
1 2  cars 

1 60 cars 

6 cars 

39 cars 
9 cars 

261 cars 
66 cars 
31 cars 

1 70 cars 
9 cars 
9 cars 

37 cars 
8 cars 

60 cars 
30 cars 

1 55 cars 
1 3  cars 

9 cars 

22 cars 
8 cars 

1 2  cars 

4 cars 
49 cars 

30 cars 
2 cars 

67 cars 
1 4  cars 

8 cars 
33 cars 
21 cars 
1 8  cars 

1 car 
8 cars 

5 cars 
1 2  cars 
1 9  cars 

1 car 

1 4  cars 

An interesting note: Canadian General Transit Company Limited (now 
PROCOR) had a box tank car 51 '-5" in length and 1 3'-2" in height with a 
special tank for beer, car number CGBX 680. 
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40-FOOT LINDE BOX 

This car is from the same series as 
SERX 90 1 shown in the builder's 
photo. The cars were originally box 
car red, then painted dark green a

.
nd, 

finally, white. - Raymond Kucaba 
photo, November 19, 1975, Dan Hol
brook collection 

Linde operated a series of cars in 
Canada with CGBX reporting marks. 
- Raymond Kucaba photo, June 16, 
1979 at Sherbrook, Quebec, Dan 
Holbrook collection 
HO Scale Decals: Micro Scale 87-
318. 
N Scale Decals: Micro Scale 60-3 18. 
o Scale Decals: None known. 

Some Linde series 3001-3199 box! 
tank cars have a screen vent high on 
the right side of the car. These cars 
are designed for oxygen, class 3 oxi
dizer, a hazardous material and 
placarded "Oxidizer, " 10 1073. Other 
white Linde cars were used for ar
gon, a refrigerated liquid, a class 2 
nonflammable gas, ID 1 95 1 .  But 
Linde used these cars interchange
ably in argon and oxygen service as 
needed. LAPX 3040 was modeled 
using the McKean (Front Range) box 
car kit. LAPX 2001 series cars can 
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GAS PRODUCTS 

be modeled by using the C&BT 
Shops 12-panel dia.Qonal roof cars. 

It appears that Linde repainted the 
cars from the half green/half white 
paint scheme of the early Seventies 
into this interim all-green scheme. 
Later cars in this series, like LAPX 
2014, are white. - Raymond Ku
caba photo, November 19, 1975, 
Dan Holbrook collection 

Jeff Lemke' managed to get two 
photos of LAPX 2014 from overhead 
and this side view. 
HO Scale Decals: Ryczkowski (see 
text). 
N Scale Decals: None known. o Scale Decals: None known. 

- Ray Kucaba photo, Dan Holbrook 
collection 
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SERX 1044, built by ACF in 1960, brought the series up 
to 1 70 cars. Note the flat steel riveted ends and 10-panel 
riveted sides. This is the green and white with a white 
band lettering scheme used by Linde in the late Fifties 
and into the Sixties. The solid green with white lettering 
followed this scheme. - ACF photo from Ed Hawkins 

Two other compressed gas suppliers had box/tank cars 
built, in December 1955, for the transportation of their 
products. Air Reduction Inc. and National Cylinder Gas 
ran a small pool of 49 cars. - ACF photo 

LAPX 315, built by GA TX in 1940 with a 6,650-gallon interior tank, renumbered from series LAPX 101 - 1 1 1  and re
painted into the green and white lettering scheme. - Paul Wi/shaw photo, J. Ryczkowski collection 

r I 

Linde tank car UTLX 80056, marked "Refrigerated 
Liquid Argon, " is one of the newer types of cryogenic 
tank cars that replaced the smaller box/tank cars. - J. 
Ryczkowski photo 
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A cutaway right wall reveals the shape and location of 
the tank. The open door allows the valves and gauges to 
be seen (and used). J. Ryczkowski 

A 19,400-gallon cryogenic tank car unloading at 
the Tacoma, Washington, Linde plant. - J. 
Ryczkowski photo 
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W HAT'S N EW - GA UG E 1 

LGB has announced four new prod
ucts for the 1993 winter season. A 
photograph of the Uintah 2-6-6-2T 
articulated appeared in the April 
1993 issue of "The Journal. " LGB 
will a lso ha ve this no.  30260 
D&RGW "open observation car, " a 
model based on the open tourist cars 
used on the current railroad in Du
rango. 

Th e Sa ndy River & 
Rangely Lakes 2-foot nar
row gauge 0-4-2T Forney
style locomotive is the pro
totype for this all-new LGB 
locomotive. It has a sim
ulated link and pin coupler 
on the pilot. 
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Modelers have been converting the 
center cupola LGB caboose into off
set cupola models to simulate the 
most common Colorado & Southern 
cabooses. For 1 993, LGB has a 
ready-to-run version of the C&S off
set cupola four-wheel caboose. This 
one is painted yellow. 
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W HAT'S N EW . . .  I N  HO 

Central Valley Model Works is now shipping this "Un
Dee" manual uncoupling device for Kadee magnetic 
couplers. The one-piece plastic tool is simply inserted 
between the cars, and the magnets in the tool pull the 
Kadee uncoupling pins apart. The tool is $9.95 at your 
local dealer. 

These Commonwealth cast steel 
trucks were used primarily beneath 
express reefers and merchandise 
service cars. The all-metal trucks are 
$14.00 a pair including screws and 
springs from Precision Scale Co. 
Inc., 396 1 Highway 93 North, Ste
vensville, MT 59870, or from your 
dealer. 
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The Canadian Pacific "Big Otis" 
hopper bottom gondola car is now 
available as a cast resin HO scale 
kit, made by Funaro & Camerlengo, 
from the Rensselaer Railroad Shop, 
RPI Student Union, Troy, N Y  
12180-3590. The kit is $19.95 less 
trucks and couplers plus $3.00 post
age and handling. 

American Model Builders, Inc., 1420 Handley Industrial 
Court, St. Louis, MO 63 144, has new laser-cut, 
distortion-free, clear plastic windows for Athearn F7 
diesels (shown) and all late model Athearn GP-series 
and SO-series cabs. The windows are pre-masked so 
they can be installed before or after painting the loco
motive. The F7 windows are available in two sizes to 
produce windows to match Athearn's existing openings 
(right) or to reduce the window openings to the correct, 
smaller size (left). The windows will sell for $5 to $8, di
rect or at your local dealer. 
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W HAT'S N EW . . .  I N  HO 

Grandt Line has a new wood and styrene plastic crafts
man kit in its Gold Belt Series. The Mining Company is 
based on a structure used by the Jualin Mining Com
pany in Bremer's Bay, Alaska. The kit includes pre-cut 
walls and, of course, Grandt Line windows and doors. 
See your dealer. 

Pikes tuff is now shipping this HO scale injection-molded 
plastic industrial building called "U & K Plastics. " The 
model is approximately 70 x 100-feet but it can be short
ened, in 20-foot increments, to produce a smaller struc
ture. $ 17.95 from your dealer. 
�----------�-�%-�------� 

Rix Products, 7707 Old Orchard Trail, Evansville, IN 
47712 is now shipping this injection-molded plastic re
plica of the common cast concrete railroad overpass 
bridge. The modular unit is available as a 50-foot high
way overpass with pier for $9.95 or as a 150-foot high
way overpass with four piers for $29.95. Individual piers 
are $3.99, and 50-foot overpasses (the bridge deck) are 
$5.99. See your dealer. 

Allentown Locomotive Company, 642 Lehigh Street, Al
lentown, PA 18103 is producing a series of can motor 
and flywheel conversion kits for Athearn diesels. The 
motor and flywheel are $30.95 for most Athearn models 
($31.95 for the S040-2 and S040-T2) plus 10 percent 
for postage and handling, direct or from your hobby 
dealer. 

Railway Express Agency's 52-foot wooden express reefer kit will be introduced by Sunshine Model at the NMRA Val
ley Forge Express convention in August. The HO scale craftsman kits of gray urethane castings and specialized 
decals produce the REA reefer in either the 1930-50s or 1952-60s lettering schemes. The kits sell for $32 from Sun
shine Models, Box 4997, Springfield, MO 65808-4997, and will be available in early August. 
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The August 1 993 issue 
of "The Journal" 
is scheduled to include: 

MODELING THE MILLS: 
• Plans: the Enterprise Cotton Mill 
• Wharfside mills and canals 

ST E P- B Y - ST E P  " H A N DS-O N "  
HOW-TO ARTICLES: 
• Creating trees with scale·size leaves!!! 
• Building load-damaged box cars 
• Body·mount Micro-Trains couplers on Atlas grain 
cars 

FREIGHT CAR MODELING : 
• Athearn 4O·loot Ilat cars 
• More PS·1 40·loot box cars 
• '4427' covered hopper 
• McKean Models 50-loot box car 

The stone warehouses, street trackage, canals, wharfs, ships and mov
able lift/sliding bridges of Dave and Shirley Rowe's 4x9-foot HO scale layout are 
fetured in the August 1993 issue of "The Journal. " - Photo by Brian 
Monaghan 

SU BSCRI B E  NOW AN D SAVE 
*Receive EVERY issue of "The Journal" at your home or office 
Save money, too: 
Save $27 .00 with a 36-issue, three-year subscription at $77 .00 
Save $ 1 6.80 with a 24-issue, two-year subscription at $54 .00 
Save $ 7 .40 with a 1 2-issue, one-year subscription at $28 .00 

PLUS A "CH RISTMAS BON U S" of FREE*  I ssues : 
for new subscribers, renewals  or gift subscri ptions 
*39 issues for the price of 3 6  . . .  SAVE $8.85 more - you wi  I I  SAVE a total of $35.85 (before the offer ex
pires on Apri l 2, 1 993) 

*26 i ssues for the price of 24 . . .  SAVE $ 5 . 90 more - you wi  I I SAVE a total of $22.70 (before the offer ex
pires on Apri l 2, 1 993) 

* 1 3 i ssues for the price 1 2  . . .  SAVE $ 2 .95 more - you w i l l  SAVE a total of $1 0.35 (before the offer ex
pires on Apri l 2, 1 993) 

YES! Enter my subscription to "The Journal" Now! ]Q�Evl& n 
_ N EW SUBSe:RIBER _ REN EWAL � � I want to be sure I don't miss a single artide and I want to take advantage of your �Ch 
"Christmas Bonus" offer before it expires (on April  2, 1 993) :  Denver, ����i�·5 
_ One Year ( 1 2 issues plus a BON US) 1 3  issues @ $28.00 (foreign $36.00 in U.S. Funds) 

_ Two Years (24 issues plus two BON US) 26 issues @ $54 .00 (foreign $69.00 in u.S. Funds) 

_ Three Years (36 issues plus three BON US) 39 issues @ $77.00 (foreign $101 .00 in u.S. Funds) 

BOOK ORDER - Please send me the fol lowing books: 
_ Copies of the 92-page paperback book - U pgrad ing Athearn Locomotives at $9.95 each postpaid .  (Foreign $ 1 1 .95)  
_ Copies of  the 1 00-page paperback book - Freight Car  Models, Vol .  1 - Techniques, at  $ 1 1 .95 each postpa id 

(Foreign $ 1 3 .95 i n  U .5.  Funds) 
_ Copies of the l O8-page paperback book - Freight Car Models, Vol .  II Box Cars, Book 1 at $ 1 1 .95  each postpaid 

(Foreign $ 1 3 .95 i n  U .5. Funds) 

Is this a gift subscription? FROM: _____________________________ _ 

PLEASE PRI NT Please begin m y  subscription 

NAME ___________________________ __ with the _______________ issue. 
ADDRESS _______________________________ __ 

CITY ____________ STATE ______ ZIP _______ _ PHONE ( 
_ Check or money order Exp. 
_ Charge my Visa or Mastercard - Card No. ___________________ Date _____ __ 

S�gnature ________________________ _ 
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W HAT'S N EW . . .  I N  0 SCA LE 

Cajon Rail Products, 915 Redbud 
St., Brea, CA 92621, is producing 
this 8x12-inch steel "squaring jig" 
with four magnets for $30.00. The 
magnets grip the jig tightly to hold the 
parts as securely as most clamps. 
Four extra magnets are $6.00. A 
6x8-inch version of the jig is $25.00 
with four magnets. Add $5 for ship
ping and handling or see your dealer. 

High Sierra Models, 3677 Kings 
Row, Reno, NV 89503, is now pro
ducing the 0 scale operating brass 
knuckle couplers created for accu
rate 114-inch scale by William Clou
ser. They are designed so they can 
be operated with a lift bar, just like 
the prototype. The couplers are 
$9.95 per pair plus $3.00 postage 
and handling. 
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Precision Scale, 3961 Highway 93 
North, Stevensville, MT 59870, is 
now shipping these 0 scale 36-inch 
all-metal wheels for passenger cars. 
The wheels have the prototype 
"Pittsburgh" markings on the wheel 
faces. They are $10.50 per package 
of four. 

American Model Builders, 1420 
Handley Industrial Court, St. Louis, 
MO 63144, is producing a cast ur
ethane kit to duplicate the Whitcomb 
gas-mechanical switcher used on 
the Nevada County Narrow Gauge. 
The model is designed to operate on 
G scale (gauge 1) track from LGB, 
Bachmann, Micro Engineering or 
Aristo. The kit is $139.95 powered or 
$99.95 unpowered. The company 
will also build and prime paint the 
model for an additional fee. See your 
dealer or order direct. 
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Design Preservation Models, P.o. Box 280, Crestone, CO 81 131 -0280, is now producing its injection-molded modu
lar style brick building panels, already available in HO and 0 scale, in N scale. The modular wall sections allow a 
modeler to build a brick industry of virtually any size, from a single-story small freight house to a 10-story warehouse. 
Eleven different one- and two-story panels are offered that include freight doors for railroad cars, truck doors and 
blanc walls as well as windows. See your dealer. 

N Scale Unlimited, 30 Ingram Ave. , 
Pittsburgh, PA 15205, is offering 
these etched brass safety cage lad
ders for $4.98 plus 40 cents shipping 
and handling. Bend the seven long 
vertical wires around a dowel and at
tach them to the ladders to form a tu
bular wire cage. Assemble the lad
ders with hobby type thickened cya
noacrylate cement. 

Mokei Imports is shipping this N scale replica of a Japanese prototype EF57 electric locomotive. The model is made 
by Kato and it resembles some Great Northern, North Shore and Milwaukee Road electrics in North America. See 
your dealer. 
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Resou rce Center  Timeless information - the real "resource value" of Rai/model Journal - back 
issues are available at $2.95 per issue postpaid (foreign $4.20 per issue postpaid) 
except those sold out issues listed below. Use the envelope in this issue, for your 
order. 

All Scales: 
Locomotive Performance: 
46 Summary of all Previous Test Reports 

Techniques: 
36 Your "Top Tips , "  Reader's " Better Ideas" 

for modeling 

Time Capsule: 
37 Lilbourn, Missouri, September 1 7 ,  1 979 

on the Santa Fe 

37 Devils Slide, Utah , July 25, 1 975 
on the Union Pacific 

HO Scale 

Volume 4, Number 9 

Diesel Modeling: 
. 4 Montana Rail Link SD40-2 from Athearn ' s  kit 

Diesels, Detail-by-Detail: 
22 EMD SD45 as C&NW no. 9 1 7  

Freight Cars: . 
1 4  40-foot Single-Sheathed Box Cars, from Accuraii 

& Sunshine kits 
26 Swifts Refrigerator, tank & stock cars from Life-Like, Walthers & 

Sunshine kits 

42 50-foot FGE-style Plug-Door Insulated Box Cars, from Walthers kits 

Locomotive Performance: 
24 Proto 2000, by Life-Like, EMD GPI8 Diesel Test Report 

Layout Tour: 
38 Stuart Leuthner's West End City Scene from Design Preservation kits 

Techniques: 
48 Kit-Conversion: Intermountain Cylindrical Covered Hoppers 

N Scale 
Techniques: 

9 Upgrading Atlas' 50-foot Box Cars 
I I  M icro-Train Body-Mount Couplers for Atlas Box Cars 

Freight Cars: 
14 40-foot Single-Sheathed Box Cars from Micro-Train models 

26 Swifts Refrigerator Cars from Micro-Trains, Bachmann & Arnold models 
48 Cylindrical Covered Hoppers from C&S Scale Industries kits 

o Scale 
Freight Cars: 
1 4  40-foot Single-Sheathed Box Cars from Chooch kits 
26 Swifts Refrigeralor Cars from Suncuasl & Ye aide Hufrn Puff kits 
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March 1 993 Volume 4, Number 1 0  
All Scales: 
Plans: 
24 Consolidation Coal Co. Tipple on the C&O 

Time Capsule: . . 
34 Westbound Mixed on the Fall RIver Lme at 

New Hope, September 2 1 ,  1 929 

Techniques: 
40 Model Photography with " Instant" Scenery 

using Photo Posters 

55 Your Top Tips; Reader's " Better Ideas" for 
model ing 

Locomotive Performance: 
48 Summary of all Previous Locomotive 

Test Reports 

Freight Cars: 
52 Readers Roster of updated information on 

previous articles 

Scenic Modeling: 
59 Recreate Fall Trees 

HO Scale: 
Freight Cars: 

4 PS- I 4O-foot Box Cars from McKean, Walthers , Con-Cor or 
Cannonball kits 

35 57-foot RPL-Class Refrigerator Insulated Box Cars from Con-Cor 
52 Readers Roster of updated information on previous articles 

Diesels, Detail-by-Detail: 
14 EMD GP60 as SSW no. 9704 

Layout Tour: . 
1 6  Bob Davis' Blue Mountain Di vision of the PennsylvanIa RR 

Locomotive Performance: 
46 Walthers EMD SW I Diesel Test Report 

Techniques: 
49 NEW Kadee Couplers for Steam Locomotives 
62 Upgrade: McKean Models PS- I 40-Foot Box Cars 

N Scale: 
Freight Cars: 

4 PS- I 40-foot Box Cars from Micro Trains models 
35 57-foot RPL-Class Refrigerator Insulated Box Cars from Con-Cor kits 

Plans: 
24 Consolidation_Coal Co. Tipple, Full-Size for N scale 

Diesels, Detail-by-Detail: 
14 EMD GP60 as SSW no. 9704 

Diesel Modeling: 
44 Kato GP60 Kit-Conversion 

Scenic Modeling: 
59 Recreating Fall Trees, in N scale 
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NEW PRODUCTS ! 

Make your structures come to 
lile using classic Americana 
details available from Downtown 
Deco. Colorful, large, vintage 
advertising, iron roof·top signs, t-� ...... 
awnings,  marble p a p e r  and 
more. We are a brand new 
company offering brand new, 
excit ing products.  All scales. 
Send $1 or SASE for illustrated 
catalog. Dealer inquiries invited. 

DOWNTOWN DECO 
P.O. Box 396RJ 

Steverisville, MT 59870 

1028 Whaley Rd., R. 4, New Carlisle, Ohio 45344 

�J�Mb3b.y 
�D ,� . . .  - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .  �, 

I • 

� . . . . . . . . .. f "0" SCALE DIESEL POWER i , I • • : * N EW !  F3B ,  F7B & F9 B : : Diesel Locomotives and Parts : : * F-9 - Atlas Repower U n it : : * R 8-3 - Brass Com ponents for : : Weaver RS I 
: * FA - Detai l Parts ; 
: See your favorite "0 " Scale dealer : • or send $ 1 .25 postage SASE for the latest "0 " scale list. • , # � . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . � 
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Retail orders include $4.9 5 
for Shipping & Handling. 

PA Residents include BOWSER Mfg . Co. , Inc. 
21  Howard Street, P.O. Box 322, Montoursville, PA. 1 7754 

Phone: 7 1 7-368-25 1 6  

Orders: 800-327-51 26 

FAX: 7 1 7-368-5046 

M-F 9 A M-5PM Eastern 
6% Sales Tax. 
VISA & MASTER CARD 

HO PRR H-21 4-BAY HOPPER CAR 
A prototype Pennsylvania hopper car .  The producti on molds were made using the original  PRR 

drawings as our guide . This kit includes:  injection molded plastic body,  hopper doors,  Wine door 

latches with door bracing,  coal l oad , i nterior bracing,  end mounted brake wheel  or top m ounted bra ke 

wheel , X2f c ouplers, one piece molded trucks, and 3 3 "  chi l led w heels with R P- 2 5  f langes on brass 
axles. EXPECTED DELIVERY APRIL  1 993 
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$ 9 . 9 5  e a c h  
#54050 - Undecorated 

PAINTED & LETTERED 

(These car numbers are the same as in the assortments) 
#5405 1 - PRR Circle Keystone - Red 

#54052 - PRR Shadow Keystone - Red 

#54053 - PRR - Black 

SEE YOUR DEALER TODA Y. 
DEALERS ORDER DIRECT ! 

RED CABOOSE PHOTO / BILL McCLUNG 
*RC-1 
*RC-2 
*RC-3/4 
*RC-5 
*RC-6 
*RC-7/8 
*RC-9/1 0 
*RC-1 1 /1 2  
*RC-1 3/1 4 
*RC-1 5/1 6 
RC- 1 7/1 8 
RC-1 9/20 

Undecorated with Dynamic Brakes 
Undecorated wjout Dynamic Brakes 
New York Central - "Lightning Stripe" 
Norfolk and Western - "Gothic" 
Norfolk and Western - "Half Moon" 
Pennsylvania 
Santa Fe - Blue and Yellow 
Southern Pacific - "Black Widow" 
Union Pacific - Early 
Burlington Northern - Green 
Chesapeake & Ohio - Early Blue 
Baltimore & Ohio - Early Blue 

$ 1 1 9 .40 1 2  Car Assortment: 
(Each car having a different car number & individually boxed) 

Set #54097 - PRR Circle Keystone - Red 

Set #54098 - PRR Shadow Keystone - Red 

Set #54099 - PRR - Black 

MADE IN USA 

RED C R BOOSE  
2820 G Street 

Merced, CA 95340 
209-383-2733 

'0' SCALE 
G P-9 

CUSTOM PAINTED RC-33 

7 Roadnames Plus 
Undecorated A vailable 

Assembly Required 
RC-21/22 

*RC-23/24 
RC-25/26 
RC-27/28 
RC-29/30 
RC-31/32 
RC-33/34 
RC-35/36 
RC-37/38 
RC-39/40 
RC-41/42 
RC-43/44 

Conrail - Blue 
Denver & Rio G rande - "Bumblebee" 
Western Maryland - Speed Style 
Western Pacific -Silver and Orange 
Canadian National - Early Green & Yellow 
Boston and Maine - "Bluebird" 
Great Northern - Classic 
Nurthern Pacific - "Canoe" 
Milwaukee Road - Orange and Black 
Canadian Pacific - Early Maroon and Gray 
Montana Rail  Link - Blue 
Southern Pacific - Gray and Scarlet 

RESER VE YOUR FA VORITE ROADNAME THROUGH YOUR '0' DEALER TODA Y. 
"MODELS NOW AVAILABLE EACH ROADNAME COMES IN TWO ROADNUMBERS MINIMUM COUPLERS NOT INCLUDED. 
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ARRIVING JUNE ' 93 
fOUR SPECTACULAR LOCOMOTIVES EACH I N  EXTREMELY LIMITED QUANTITI ES 

" H O "  SCA LE 

These three specific CHESAPEAKE 
& OHIO Locomotives and the 
UNION PACIFIC "War Baby" have 
been carefully researched and 
will be produced to the highest 
possible standards. Factory 
painted and decorated, 
perfectly detailed and 
finished by the Master 
Craft smell of Samhollgsa 
Co , Ltd. 

DRY TRANSFERS ! ! !  
W E  HAVE THEM! 

FOR 
MODERNIZED BOXCARS 

AVAILABLE IN N, HO, S, and 0 

c-o-s letter ing  Ltd. 
P.o. Box 78003 CITVVIEW 

NEPEAN ONTARIO 1(2G 5W2 

Photo is of pilot model 
prior to corrections 

206 3 . 1  CH ESAPEAKE & OHIO 
Locomotive No. 1 564 

with 1 6  VB Tender 

2064 . 1  CH ESAPEAKE & O H IO 
Locomotive No. 1 580 
with 16 VB Tender 

206 5 . 1  CH ESAPEAKE & O H IO 
Locomotive N o.  1 583 

with 21 RC Tender 

2066. 1 UNION PACIFI C 

Locomotive No.  357 1 

with 2 1  RC Tender 

Challenger Imports, Ltd. P.O. BOX 93244 • CAPITAL SQUARE STATION . DES MOINES, IA  50393 

PROTECT OUR INVESTMENT in a 
carrying case with a proven record of reliabil ity. 
Our cases are available in standard or custom 
sizes for ALL SCALES. Features include custom
fitted foam-lined interiors, heavy-duty nickel-plated 
hardware and unbreakable handles. 

CAL-SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 
po. BOX 609040- 1 32 ·  SAN DIEGO CA 921 60 _ Tef/Fax (61 9) 229-9233 _ 

Kadee's NE W  

49022 

$4.95 

SP -99 SNOW PLOW 
(front or rear) 

CUSTOM HO-GAUGE LOST WAX BRASS CASTINGS 

FREIGHT CAR WHEEL SETS 
# 524 

28" Smooth Back 
1 2  pair $ 7.20 
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will keep you 
Rolling In Style 

# 523 
33" Ri bbed Back 

1 2  pai r $ 7. 20 
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· :';#¥, C OVERING _l':;}f� "'-. !2:ni "- YOU, 
.1'-IIIJIIIII!��--,_ FROM OLD 

TO NEW, 
�o WITH 

OVER 
850 KITS. 

:\10111"1 UII: ('''Sl l'''(� I�(' 

,\H I I  \V HOSe( HI\�S I' () BOX CJ2h 

1 11\\YI I IOJ{N1: ( 1\ CJ02,)() 

sEND ::; I OU I OIH URHC:\: 1 { I II:('J(J.IST 

Don't drop that screw! 
HOLD IT WITH A NON-MAGNETIC 

H,J,J, MODEL X SCRl:n"nu,_ull1'u� 

DRIVER for Types IA & \I cross 
recess screws, and small 
diameter slotted screws, 
No. 3X and No. 3EX DRIVERS
·3", 6", 8". 1 0" lenglhs, lor 
#6, #8, # 1 0, #1 2, #1/4" 
screws. 

No. 4X and No. 4EX DRIVERS-3'. 6", 8" lenglhs, for #3, 
#4, #5 screws. 

NO. 5X AND NO. 5XE DRIVERS-3', 6', 8" 
lenglhs, for #0, #1 ,  
#2 screws. 

Send for hterature NED 1 1  

P.O.BOX 60833 
Boulder City, NV 89006 
Phone (7021 293·2588 

FAX (702) 293·4224 

H O  S CAL E  

B & O  EM- l 

2 - 8 - 8 - 4 8  

\.\1 '1 P R ODU �� S,,-.l C E  1 9 76 C' /'; 
� J' nALLEE 

eLECTRONICS 
Designer and Manufacturer of Fine Electronic Devices 

from your 
LOCAL DEALER or DIRECT ! 

Catalog u10A - $3.00 
(U.S. funds only - refundable on order) .. '0 0" Is.,t (717) 392-110� -\'1� 
�e, ft �� "oad Lancaster. 

Winterization Hatches 
48" Fans for Geeps & SO's 

�� WH 21 1 N.� � WH 21 2 � 
WH 21 3 

At Your Dealers 

I DETAILS 
' u :  W.-E§F 

o ' 0 ' P.O.  BOX 5 1 3 2  
H A C I E N DA H E I G H T S .  CA 
91 745 

pEAKED-END 
H O P P E R  

Micro-Trai ns® presents it's N EWEST l i ne of twin 
bay hoppers ! Our 33' Rib Side PEAKED-END hoppers feature micro-fine prototypical detai ling, 
and crisp accurate lettering. Each car is ready-to
r u n  a n d  c o m e s  e q u i p p e d  w i t h  o u r  w o r l d  
famous Magne-MatiC® Couplers. 

THE COMPLETE COUPLER SYSTEM 

3·Pack, RTR · . 
#91 01 2 ... $37.05 

© 1 993, MICRO·TRAINS' LINE CO,, 351 ROGUE RIVER PARKWAY, P,O. BOX 1200, TALENT, OREGON 97540·1200 U.S,A. 

#167 18 
#167 18-1 
#16720 
#16720-1 
#16722 
#16722- 1  

Photo s 1 m l l (\ r ·to # 1 6 7 2 0 - 1 cOl u - t esty o f  I /.;lro l cl K .  Vo l -I ra l h  
A s  del i vered , n o  over f i re j et s ,  no pa i n t .  T H E  B&O ORDERED T H E  1 S T  2-8-8-4 D!- l I N  1943 . 
Same, pai nted road nos . 7 600-7609 THESE LOCOS !'IERE PURCHASED FOR THE 1 7  l'l I LE GRADE 

I ntermed i at e ,  wi th overfi re j ets , no pa i nt .  I�EST O F  C UI�BERLAND 1''10 . THE 1'1AXI I1UI'1 GRADE I�AS 2 . 2% 

Same , pa i nted road nos . 7610- 6 7 18 THE THREE VARAT I ONS I JERE DONE BY THE B&O RAI LROAD 

Late versi on rebui l d ,  no pai n t .  P E R  O U R  DESCR I P T I ON .  THE BRASS LOC0I10T IVES H I LL HAVE 

Same, pai nted road nos .  7619- 7624 ALL THE DETAI L YOU HAVE C0i'1E TO EXPECT FRO�1 P . S . C .  

� ______________ S�E�E�A�P�.�S�. C�.�D�EALER AND ORDER YOUR�S����� ____________ � __ --t 
N E fl ! HO/HOn3 
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3961 HIGHWAY 93 NORTH 
STEVENSVILLE, MT 59870 
PHONE: 406·777·5071 
FAX: 406-777·5074 

cJron cJCorse cNodels 
BY PRECISION SCALE CO., INC. 

STEAM LOCO�IOT I  VE 
SUPER DETA I L I NG 
PARTS CATALOG $ 1 4 . 25 
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H-O SCALE 
F E N C E  and RAI LI N G  

INCLUDES: 
FIVE STYLES PER PACKAGE 

(C) ��� 
SCALE FOOT HEIGHT 

(A) PICKET w/GATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 FEET 
(B) POST & BOARD w/GATE. . . . . . . . . • • . . .  3 FEET 
(C) BOARD w/GATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 FEET 
(0) WELDED PIPE RAIL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 FEET 
(E) WELDED PIPE STAIR RAIl. . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 FEET 
Each style is minutely detailed to the same high quality as our lamous Pratt 
Truss Bridge. Packed in sets of 4.each set has 5 styles of fencing lora tolal 
01 approx. 24" per style (with gate). Olher uses: The 6' Board Fence makes 
an excellent board sidewalk; Picket Fence trimmed makes open platform 
walkways; and Ihe Pipe Railings adapt themselves to indusl"al models and 
ships. Formed of Styrene Plastic they're rugged, easily 
cemenled and painted. A total of 96" of fencing for only $495 
OTHER CENTRAL VALLEY QUALITY PRODUCTS 

STYR E NE PLASTIC 
BRIDGE TIE SECTIONS 'BOX GIROERS-(Ior s.cralch builders) fENCE and RAILING 

Ask to see them as well as all C. V. products 
at your local hobby shop 

Send SASE for additi o n a l  i nformati o n .  
Check future ads for other n e w  items t o  come 

.b.v. fA4,t � � �TM � tcut 
� t  1!a4 � '!)� 
7IJ get � Lad-"fU 

REPOWERS: Athearn 

Atlas (Kato & Roco) 

AHM (Rivarossi & Mehano) 

Life Like (Proto 2000) 

Bachman (Spectrum Series-more wOrk) 

Stewart (Kato & Athearn Drive) 

Mantu (Power Drive Only) 

Any Brass Engines 

*** You can't afford not to try out thl. motorl *** 
More pulling power for your buck than ever 
beforef So get Humplnf See how real your 

train. can bel 

$29.95 for RMIBO GE·B unit shown 
If you want more of our products, 

see your hobby dealer first or order 
directly. Send check or money order 
to (include 10% of total order for S&H): 

ALLENTOWN LOCOMOTIVE CO. 
642 Lehigh St. 

Allentown, PA 18103 
(215) 845-7301 
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�ICROSCALE ® DECALS� 
When you want what YOU WANT 
MICROSCALE is the only way to go! 

NOW 
THE 

Look what Microscale 
has for YOU now! 
At your Hobby Dealer! 

HO DECALS 54.00 each 

87-74940' AlrsUdc Hoppcrs Domino Sugar,Bay Siaic Milling,Gold en Loal flour 
87·750 Trailer Train Thrall 4 Unit Orawbar Connected Double Stack Cars 1990+ 
87·151 Massachusetts Bay Trans. Authorit� MBlA Locos & Passenger Cars 1985 
87-152 Burlington Roule jCB&Qj Passenger Cars Heavy \VI & Streamline 1940-70 
87-753CP Rail Double Stack Cars 1992+ 
87-154 CP Rail Rail System locomotives 1993. 

HO MINICAlS S2.DO each 

Me-408! FHM Locomotives · Nalional Railways 01 Melieo - 1991. 

MC·4082 CSX Presidential Tour Special Dash 8·40CW locomotives 1992+ 

N SCALE DECALS SJ.25 each 

60·74940' Alrslide Hoppers Domino Sugar,Bay Siale MilIing.Golden loal Flour 

60-750Trailer TJilinThrall 4 Unit Drawbar Connected Double Slack Cars 1990+ 

60·151 Massachusetts Ba� Trans. Athorily MBTA locos & Passenger Cars 1985+ 

60·752 Burlington Route (CB&O) Passenger Cars Heavy IVI & Streamline 1940-70 

60-154 CP Rail Rail Syslcm locomotives 1993+ 

60-4051 J.B. Hunt 48' Trailers & Tractor 

60·4065 Conrail 51' Mechanlcat Rccler 

60·4067 Provjdencc & Worceslcr Oiesel locos 1982-92 

60-4081 HIM locomotivcs · National Railways 01 Mcxico - 1991+ 

60-�082 CSX Presidential Tour Spccial Dash 8-40CWlocomolivcs 1992+ 

o GAGE DECALS S4.25 one ShECI & S7.50lwosheclsct 

48·270 Union Pacllic 1 2.500 Gal. Tank Cars 0·50·6 Laic 1950s Schemc 

48·271 40' Airslidc Hoppcr Domino Sugar El65+ 

48·212 40' Airslidc Hopper Bay Slate Milling 1970+ 

48-27340' Airslidc HoppcrGoldcn Loaf Ftour 1965+ 
48·274 Burlington Roule (CB&O) Passenger Cars Hcavy WI. Dulul lIr 1950·70 

48-275 Burlington RI (CB&O) Passcngcr Car Smoolh Side Slrcamlined Black lIrs 

48-276 Union Pacilic Cabooses WI Black Outline Lettering lale 198 O·s+ 
48-277 Santa Fe Superileel Dash 8-40BW Locomolive 1991. 2 Sheets 

HO & N SCALE CATALOG · 55.00 PP 
0, G & 5 SCALE CATALOG · 53.00 PP 
Please allow 30 days for catalog delivery or 
purchase from your Hobby Dealer. 

. 

HELIX HUMPER ™ What Perfection Runs Like! 
Benefits of Helix Humper™ to the hobby . . .  

1. Heat sink deSign case 

2. Sealed brush area 

3. Two sizes cover 90% of market 

4. Low voltage draw 

Longer motor life by pulling heat away 
from armature 

Eliminates carbon dust as brushes 
wear. Keeps wheels, gear box. and 
track cleaner longer. 

a. Yard master Helix Humper" for 
switches and eight wheel road engines. 

b. Road master Helix Humper" for twelve 
wheel road engines. F7A and FA2 
engines. Excellent for PA- 1 's also. 

Unlimited lash-ups. Repowered 
Athearn locomotives will MU perfectly 
with ATLAS/STEWART KATO locomo
motives. Repowered SWTs and S-1 2's MU 
perfectly with ATLAS S-2's and S-4·s. 

5. Smooth operation Low speed control from an Athearn 
locomotive that you won't believe! 

"SA TISFACTION GUARANTEED" 
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behind the scenes 
at Walthers 

You and your family are i nvited "behind the scenes" for 
a fascinating look at how Walthers products are manufac· 
t ured, packaged and shipped to hobby Dealers around the 
the world ! Our tour guides will show you our warehouse 
of over 60,000 model railroad items, plus a variety of 
train layouts. Join us for a personal look at the worl d ' s  
largest selection of Model Rai lroad productsl  

Wal thers is just  90 m i les north of 
Chicago and minutes away from other 
M ilwau kee attra c t i o n s  i n c l u d i n g :  
Kalmbach Publish i ng Co., the world 
famous Milwaukee County Zoo, 
Mitchell Park Domes Horticultural 
Conservatory, Milwaukee County 
Museum and much, much more! 

For tour t imes, see the 
sched u l e  below. W h e neve r 
possible ,  p lease call  us i n  
advance at 4 14-527-0770 i f  
your tour group will b e  larger 
than four people. For a free, full
color broch u re of things to do 
i n  M ilwaukee, write to us at: 
Walthers Tours 
5601 W. Florist Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 5 32 1 8  See Your Dealer or Write to: 

MOKEI IMPORTS 
6950 Kingsbury, St. Louis 631 30 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
l NO IV A I 'ailuble ul most full service hohby shops! Bulk pLlcb also uvuiluhle - 500/$30(); 20()/$ I-IO l 

1 All  Meta l WHEELSETS --- HO, P:87 a n d  N : 
l Precision machined non-magnetic nickel plated brass in three tread widths to suit your railroad m odeling tastes. l 
l ----/ 1 1 0  for H O  operation ----/88 for H O n3 and for HO semi-f i nescal e - - --/72 for P : 87 f i nescale & N models l : A broad whe elset selection that lets YOU model YOUR desires ' ($3 95/pkg of 4 ;  36" & larger $5 . 95ipkg of 6 axl es)  

lWheel D i a .  / 1 1 0S I !1 1 0P I / 1 1 0 F  I / 1 1 0Ad / 1 1 0A il /88 H O  I/P :87 /88S 1/88P 1/88F _ _ �7?2P\/72PW 
l 26" 7 1 03-4 7 1 1 3-4 7 1 23-4 for 1 for a d d  add 7303-4 173 1 3-417323-4 � : 28" 7 1 05-4 7 1 1 5-4 7 1 25-4 outside I n si d e  1 00 500 7305-4 731 5-4 732 5-4 74 1 5-4 7465-4 
I 30" 7 1 06-4 7 1 1 6-4 7 1 26-4 fram e frame to to 7306-4 73 1 6-4 7326-4 

33" 7 1 07-4 7 1 1 7-4 7 1 27-4 Athearn Athearn / 1 1 0  / 1 1 0  
36" 7 1 08-4 7 1 1 8-4 7 1 28-4 d i e se ls  d iesels  stock stoc k 
40" 7 1 3 1 -4 7 1 1 9-4 7 1 29-4 7 1 39-4 7 1 4 1 -4 # 's # 's Above are HOn3 
42" 7 1 32-4  7 1 20-4 7 1 30-4 7 1 40-4 7 1 42-4 

-axle styles: S - Sbouldercd ( 1 / 1 6"); p- Poinl� F- J71usb; 13- U l u n t  ( 1/32"); ;\--�;\-'-;I h-ca-rn-'d-,l.iese-· �-" I;·W;-;---w-ca·-:-th;--e-red--;-·---
- POinted ax les to fit Athearn , Model O le Cast i n g ,  etc .  t rucks 

- S houldered ax les fit straig ht axle jou rnals (if t ight ,  dr i l l  journal  1 / 1 6" )  

7 4 1 7-4 7467-4 
7 4 1 8-4 7468-4 

Above are 
_ N ga=.uQ .... 'e=--_-

j 

- Flush style ax les for lead trucks,  etc .  H a l f  axle style for Athea rn d iesels ($6 . 95/1 2 w heels)  
A n d  g earboxes to u pg rade exist ing l ocomot ives and other powered models or power your new ki t  or  scratch-b ui lt  

model . P i c k  your style from the idler ($ 1 2 . 95 )  and non- id ler  ($1 0 . 95) styles avai lable with axle d ia meter c ho ices 
of 3 m m  ( most i m port HO) , 1 /8" (most US ma n ufact u red H O ) , 2 . 4 mm or  3/32" (some H O n3 and some small H O ) ,  
w i t h  c ho ices of 28- 1 and 3 6 - 1  rat ios. I n  heavier d uty O A mod size gear boxes, c hoose 5/32"-4 m m ,  3 m m  and 1 /8" 

I axle fit i n  28- 1 ratio. 
I PDT self-powered trucks- for easy, s i m ple to i nstal l  power i n g  of your t ract ion or d iesel model s .  They l et you 
I power yo u r  t raction a nd d iesel models easily and with p remium qual ity performa nce 
l I NV cs n ( j ATE YO U R  NWSL 'ULUE B O O K' P R O D UCT I . bT O R  NWS I .  J :I I I . I .  Ll N I '  CATALO(j (S .'i )  NOW, O J{ I N Q I J l R I :  HlR : H JR'll-IEJ{ JN FO J{MA TlON. 'lnchighvalue, spec i a l ly nalu re or N WS I .  pr<>ll uCI, and Wid.: M, kcli l ln m.:ans lhal nlll all  hobhy .h,)psarc a hie III  slock 

I all i l ems; ifyour'sdo.:sn ' l ,  inq u i r c d i recl (S 1 .00 hri ngs r u l i l isl ing of prod ucls, :I> 7.IH) h n n gs fu I l l i n c catalogvia I Sl class m a i l ) .  

, 
Providing f ine q u ality prem ium value hobby products for more than 30 years ,  

, Box 423 

I N ORTHWEST SHORT LINE Seat1 le WA 98 1 1 1 -0423 USA 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  � 
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I 

• A-line/Proto Power West 
• Bethlehem Car Works 
• Camden & Amboy Models 
• IBl Products 
• Centerline Products 
• Eastern Car Works 

Trucks & Detai l  
Parts from 

EASTERN CAR 
WORKS INC. 

PASSENGER TRUCKS 
9000 6-36 inch axlesets 
9001 P.R.R. 20-P5 truck 
9002 Commonwealth 
9003 Pullman-Standard Lightweight 
9004 Commonwealth swing motion 
9005 Pullman-Standard 
9006 Taylor 
901 1 P.R.R. 3D-Pl ,3D-P7 

FREIGHT TRUCKS 
9050 4-33 inch axlesets 
9051 Barber-Bettendorf caboose 
9052 Taylor 70-ton caboose/freight 
9053 Bettendorf friction bearing 
9054 Barber S-2 
9055 Birdsboro/Andrews caboose/freight 
9056 Bettendorf roller bearing conversion 
9057 Pyle-National B-1 
9070 6-33 Inch Axle Sets 
9071 Commonwealth Integral 

Pedestal 

DETAILS PARTS 
91 00 M&K Ballast doors 
9101 P.R.R. ice air conditioner 
91 02 Passenger car roof vents 
9103 PRR/PULLMAN undercar details 
9104 N.H. undercar details 
91 05 Covered Hopper details 
9106 Caboose Grab Irons 
9107 Caboose detail parts 
9108 Windows Bowser N5c caboose 

Send SSAE for list of kits 
& prices • 

'-= , )I .  
- Dealer Inquiries ?�j " 

Invited -

EastemCarWorks� P.O. Box "L" 624 Langhorne, PA 19047 
�--------------------� 
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H O  SCALE 
• Hobbytown of Boston METAL WHEEL SETS 
• Jay Bee 

• Mr. Plaster �� 

• Northeastern Scale Models 

38" Dia. Wheelsets, the correct size for 
InterMountain Railway cylindrical 
grain cars and 125 ton, double stack 
intermodal are now available. 

• Precision Masters 
• Rail Power Product 

CAT. #098 lists for $12.50/pack of (12) 
38" Rrass Wheelsets with black nickel 
finish and pointed axles. For complete 
catalog information write: 

P. O. BOX 7031 
VILLA PARK, IL 60181 

Fine Prototypical Passenger 
Car Kits for the Serious 
M odeler 

Precise Detai l  Parts 
a n d  P iece Parts for the 

Kitbasher and Scratch b uilder KITBITS 
THE BETHLEHEM CAR WORKS, INC. 872 E l m  Street 

Hatfield, PA 1 9440 

"HUSKY-STACK" "TWIN-STACK" "THRALL 401/451" 
When it comes to ''lnnovative Intermoda/� 

only A-Line offers the variety, quality, 
ease of assembly, and fidelity-to-prototype 
demanded by Y.llU ,  the intermodal modeler. 

Ask your dealer to show you the complete 
line of HO scale double-stack cars, 
extra-detail kits & stack car decals made in the u. s.A. 

by A-Line. 

A-LINE I------� 
P.O. BOX 7916 LA VERNE, CA 91 750-7916 

New Illus/rated catalog available for $3. 00 (postpaid) 

HO DIESELS 
A7608F - EMD "E" Unit Multi-Drive 
Chassis Kit with Flywheel 

("A" or "B" Units) $52.50 

67408F - EMD GP9, GP20, GP30 
Power Chassis Kit with 
Flywheel $50.00 

hobbytown of BOSTON 
P.O. 5135 

HOLL YWOOD, FLA. 33083 

send SSAE for catalog 
and information 

���������������� -�.. � . 
55' 3-Bay � Covered Hopper � 

IS-rib 4750 cu. ft. � #1401 � 
Union Pacific l1li': 

� Cars are painted off white, light blue & gray with black letters � � Road nos. 7 1 978 off white, 73048 light blue, 76393 gray � � 3-pack set $25.98 � � For update on new products and 8-page catalog send $ 1 .00 for postage to: � . ���;;;;:;;;;�;;;;;��� 
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HO ME TAL WHEELSETS 
WALTHERS ''DOUBLE STACK" 

CAT. #988, a pack of (4) 33" Dia. Plus (8) 
38" Dia, Metal Wheelsets, the correct 
wheels for WALTHERS "DOUBLE STACK" 
cars list for $1l.901PK The wheels are 
brass with black nickel finish, axles are 
brass with pointed ends. For complete 
catalog information write or call: 

P. O. BOX 7031 

VILLA PARK, IL 60181 

708-832-361 5 

E N D  P I E R  / j '  MA� E R I A L  /j , 
� i f  '.' -! 

OUR WOOD 
WILL HELP 

YOU 
START FROM 

SCRATCH. 
Since 1 946 we've helped ser
ious modelers start smoothly 
and finish with prodigious results. 
We offer an extensive l ine of 
fine wood, laser cut components 
and structural shapes for you to 
bu i ld better with . Precis ion 
crafted. Uncompromised qual
ity. Send $1 .00 now for our new 
catalog. 

68 

P.O. Box 727RMJ 
Methuen, MA 01 844 

508-688-601 9  

CORK ROADBED 
TURNOUT UNDERLAYS 

N. Nn3. Z 
Handcrafted with beveled edges 
N Scale turnout underlays 
Z Scale turnouts, single & double track cork 
ALSO A V AILABLE: 
D i splay cases designed ror N, Nn3. & Z scale 
Z scale ruler/track template 
Peco-Fides-Xu ron-Com pu -TIl rottle & More 

Cal l or write ror rree catalog: 

IBL PRODUCTS 
5452 Cascade D r i ve 
West Bene! . WI 53095 
4 14 -675-6220 

STOP, LOOK LISTEN 
VALLEY FORGE EXPRESS 

August 1-8. 1993 
609-467- 1739 

H043 
Available 

in "W GBLJge Soon 

DIESEL ENGINE SHELLS 
NEW! SD7oR9 HO 

SCALE 

• Choose Accessories to make SD70rSD9 
• Dynamic and Non Dynamic Versions 
• Fits our own SD7/9 Chassis 
• Can Fit Modified Athearn Chassis 
• Athearn Truck Compatible 

• Stock at Dealers in June 

CF-7, 8-40B, 8-40W, SD60, SD60M 

and SD7/9 Die Cast Chassis' in Stock 

C32-8, C30-7, SD60, B23-7, CF-7 
8-40B, 8-40B DMY Unit, SD45 
GP35, 8-40CW, 8-40CW (SF Cab) 
S D60M And Now S D7/9 

• Check your Local Shop for our Products 
• LSSAE for Product List and Accessories 
• Dealer Inquires Most Welcome � Rail Power Products 

7283 N .  Stagecoach Drive 

NEW Park City, Ut 84060 

801 -649-9889 Phone/F AX 

MADE 
IN 

USA 

* Made of Plaster and Hand-painted * Available in Red or G rey 

1 per Pkg. - $4.99 plus $3.00 S & H for every 2 pkgs. -$6 S & H tc )  (example: 1-2 pkg. -$3 S & H, 3-4 pkg. , e  . 
Send $1 .00 for picture M r. Plaster �!:i'�':' -ohiri:'R;s�' � � 
catalog w/price list to: 11111+ P.O. Box 2�066 ' aclct �"1/2%' :rax : 

T OhiO 43623 L _ , � � , - - - - - -

�ENTERLINE Patented 
Rail 

PRODUCTS Cleaner 
;;;.... 

� 
One Track Tool That Works 
NON-ABRASIVE NON-DERA IL ING 

IMMED IATE R ESULTS 
N Sca le $30.75 HO Scale $42.50 
o Scale $78.50 0 Gauge $71.25 

N or HO add $3.50 slh, 0 Scale or Gauge add $5.00 slh (IL Tax 7%), SASE lor Informalion 
Centerl ine Products, I nc.  
6N332 Keeney Road · Keeneyville, IL 60172 

CAMDEN & AMBOY MODELS 

Modular Bridge w/Exlension 
System & Obi, Trk. Tunnel 
Portal HO&I\: 
B&O Wagontop Caboose less 
Trks, & Cplrs. N 
B&O Wagontop DO Box Car 
with Floor N 
Coming Late Fall: 
Messenger Baggage Car N 
74' RPO/Baggage Car BM-70 N 

Send SASE for full line flyer 
Dealer inquiry Welcomed 

DK&B RAILWAY SUPPLIES 
P.O. BOX 1474 

HIGHTSTOWN, NJ 08520 
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ATHEARN 
'The Legend Continues II 

LOCOMOTIVES ROllING STOCK 
INTERMODAL HO Scale PIGGYBACK 

MODERATELY PRICED ... MADE IN THE U.S.A. 

NEW paint scheme introduced by Athearn is Another new paint scheme from Athearn is the 
shown here applied to the ATHEARN G P9 Speed Lettenng for the Southern Pacific loco
locomotive. Sharp white lettering and bright motives as i!lustrated by the S040-2 above. 
red ends mark this impressive model of a The usual sharpness you have come to expect 
Canadian National locomotive. The GP9 will from Athearn. 
also be available in the Conrail bright blue with 
white lettering. 

ATHEARN reintroduces the giant "power house" of a locomotive in the OD40 with either a single 
motor or a twin motor powered model. Illustrated is the Oemonstratorversion featuring dark blue, 
white and silver lettering. This locomotive is identical to the EMO 0035 featuring some 5000 
horsepower used by the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific. The 0040 had a total of 6600 
horsepower, but with no change in the exterior of the engine the difference being the diesel 
engines within the common boay shell. Power trucks on the model have eight wheels each . . .  a 
total of 1 6  wheels giving you super traction for those heavy grades or extra long freights. 

ATHEARN 40ft. steel reefer with operating ice 
hatches features new method of printing with 
authentic colors and lettering. Just one of the 
many pieces of rolling stock offered by the 
ATHEARN line of mocel railroad equipment. 

Compton. CA 90222 

• Historic Philadelphia • Philadelphia Phillies Baseball 
• Hershey, Dorney, Great Adventure Parks 
• Philadelphia Zoo • N.J.  State Aquarium 
• Reading Outlet Stores • Lenox China 
• Atlantic City Beaches & Casinos 
• Longwood Gardens & Winterthur Estates 
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TT l NG 
HAVE YOU GOTTEN THE T-WORDr 
nble�p trains from Berliner TT-Bahnen USA, German-crafted models in  the Ideal Scale. 

T-set. Shown above. Our starter kit, with 4 cars, track oval ,  power pack, catalog. You're running TT in minutes! 

1errific! Want more? Go from T-set to T-world! 
A complete line of trains and accessories is avai lable from Berliner TT-Bahnen, USA. 

Actually, TT (Table Top) trains, scale 1/120, 
were an American innovation of the 1930s. The 
design, perfected by Berliner TT-Bahnen, has 
become the scale of choice in Eastern Europe. 

THE 
IDEAL 

GAUSE 

Please see your local dealer or call, fax, or fill out cou
pon and mail to: Berliner TT-Bahnen USA, Distribution 
Center P.O. Box 1264, 551 Post Road, Darien, CT 06820. 
Phone (203) 656-0489 Fax (203) 656-2038 

Name _______________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

Street _______________ _ 

Clty ________ State __ ZIP ___ _ 

Telephone ( __ _ 

o Please send catalog only (enclose $3.50) 

__ "T" Sets with power pack @ $1
'29.95 

__ "T" Sets without power pack @ $117.95 

Enclosed is my Sales Tax CT __ _ 

o personal check Plus $4.00 S&H __ _ 

o money order (send no cash). Total Order Amount __ _ 

Please charge to my 0 VISA 0 MasterCard Exp. Date __ _ 

Charge Card Number ___________ _ 

Authorized Signature ___________ _ 



THEV TOOK 
THE WORDS 
RIGHT OUT 
OF OUR 
MOUTH. 
" Fine detail ing is a 

distinctive feature of 

the HO s cale GP 1 8  in 

the PROTO 2000 
seri e s .  The manufac

turing and assembly 

workmanship are 

rated excellent . "  

RAIL MODEL JOURNAL, 
February 1 993 

"The EMD G P 1 8  . 

will command every

one ' s  excited atten

tion . . .  d imensionally 

correct, beautifully 

painted and loaded 

with over 1 00 individ

ual detail  parts , all of 

which have already 

been installed . . .  a 

stunning model that 

raises the standard of 

ready-to-run HO 

diesels to heights 

many so-called 

craftsman kits fail to 

attain . "  

RAILROAD MODEL 
CRAFTSMAN, 
December 1 992 

"The new PROTO 

2000 GP 1 8  is their 

best offering yet . . .  a 

real workhorse . .  . 

with so much more 

power that I asked 

Life-Like if they had it 

on steroids . . .  My 

test G P 1 8 pulled a 

47 -car train without 
slipping or stalling . .  

A Hew Sl3ndNfl of freel/ence 
in HO Scale 

" Their PROTO 2000 
series leads the pack 

in the paint and let

tering department . . .  

They are really trying 

to get every detail  

j u st right, and gener

ally they succeed . 

" The new Life- Like 

PROTO 2000 GP 1 8  

fal ls i nto the ' must 

have' category . . .  

Thanks , Life-Like : 

you've earned another 

'Atta boy ' ! "  

MODEL RAILROADING, 
November 1 992 

" Life-Like ' s  G P 1 8 has 

almost as many 

options as the real 

locomotive . Operating 

cab doors are a new 

feature . . .  The steps 

and footboards at 

each end have a thin 

cross s ection and see 

through effect . . .  

and some of the 

finest cast handrails 

and grab irons I 've 

seen on a ready-to

run HO model . . .  The 

G P 1 8 is a well-done 

model of a popular 

locomotive with a 

good mechanism . "  

MODEL RAILROADER, 
February 1 993 

What more can we 

say? The new PROTO 

2000 G P 1 8 . N ow 

available i n  N&W, 

MOPAC (with Alco 

trucks) , N S ,  TP&W, 

L&N ,  I C ,  8&0 and 

U ndecorated . See it 

for yourself at your 

favorite hobby store . 

© 1 993 Life-Like Products, Inc., 1 600 UnIon Avenue, BaltImore, MD 2 1 2 1 1  

In Canada: 1 40 App/ewood Crescent. Concord. Ontario L4K4E2 



Pullman-Standard 1'Sl-CD' Covered Hopper 
Accu rately detailed custom pai nted hoppers are what you have been asking for. At Overland we are here 
to satisfy you r  every model rai l road need. If you're looki ng for satisfaction and customer service . . .  look to 
OM I for the answer. We want to be your model rai l road importer. Each of these beautifu l models is 
handcrafted of brass by Aj i n  Precision of Korea in  HO scale. M.1rd.ln PhOl0grophy 

CH ICAGO GREAT WESTE RN 

M I LWAU K E E  ROAD 

OMI #3275.7 LOU I S  D REYFUS 

OMI #3275.1 1 TABOR & COMPANY 

£N I A h MP A  #II Y 

OMI #3275.8 

OMI #3275.1 2 


